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Introduction
Edwin Ellis was a prolific and successful painter in the late nineteenth century. He exhibited
around 240 works in the major galleries in London and the Regions, and enjoyed a good
income. He was well known in artistic circles and the press at the time and was recognised
as a powerful painter of English coast scenes. In the twenty first century the situation is very
different and his work is often overlooked and little is recorded about his life. This text is
intended to address this situation by providing a reference resource to those who know his
work and to introduce Edwin Ellis to those who have not encountered him before.
Paintings by Edwin Ellis are easily recognisable. He used a broad, free style with rich
colours, plenty of movement and depth. He painted mainly in oil and was also a skilled
watercolourist. The majority of his pictures are marine and coastal views from around the
UK, although he also painted landscapes and the occasional still life and mythological
subject. The common characteristic of most of his work is that it has the feeling of being
painted quickly, in the open air, to capture the atmosphere and the effects of light on the
scene. And the scene captured typically portrays the realism of working people, often
fishermen working in boats off the coast or those working on the shore.
Edwin Ellis was one of many painters who broke away from the classical Victorian art of
allegorical subjects and posed figures. His paintings do not try and convey a message and
any figures are an integral part of the broadly painted landscape. The figures are painted
without detail and, typically, in the same green and brown palette as the landscape using
similar wide brushstrokes and blocks of colour. The overall effect is impressionistic and
certainly this was how Ellis’s style was described by several art correspondents at the time.
However, this is not impressionism in the sense of technique as developed by French
painters in the 1870s, but the impressionism of subject matter developed by British painters
in the late nineteenth century. This latter style has relatively recently become known as
British Impressionism and Edwin Ellis is a good example.
Edwin Ellis exhibited most of his pictures at the Royal Society of British Artists, where he
was elected a member in 1875. In one year he exhibited a series of paintings from a tour of
Cornwall that were a major influence on the formation of the St Ives Artists’ Colony a few
years later. He was involved in the controversy surrounding the resignation of Whistler as
president of the Society, and there was mutual antipathy between the two men. Ellis also
exhibited at the Royal Academy, many smaller galleries in London and the major regional
galleries, particularly Manchester and Liverpool.
In recognition of his artistic status a large and comprehensive retrospective exhibition of
Ellis’s work was held at the Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery in 1893. No major
exhibitions of Ellis’s work have been held since. Today, examples appear from time to time
in the London and major regional auction houses, and on rare occasions in American
auctions. Also, pictures by Edwin Ellis are held in many public collections throughout the
United Kingdom, although not often on display. However, these pictures can be seen as a
result of work of the Public Catalogue Foundation (PCF) to photograph oil paintings owned
by the nation. The PCF has published a series of hard copy catalogues and has partnered
with the BBC to publish details of pictures online. At the time of writing, more than forty oil
paintings by Edwin Ellis in public collections have been identified by the PCF and are
detailed online.
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Edwin Ellis enjoyed considerable artistic and financial success in his day, but now his work is
largely overlooked. Very little is recorded of his work, and even less about his life and
character. Edwin Ellis was the subject of one chapter of an unpublished PhD thesis from
1981, entitled The Lives and Works of the Nottingham Artists. The published information that
is available is limited to a brief paragraph in the standard reference books on nineteenth
century artists.

Figure 1- Edwin Ellis, Magazine of Art 1894

Before continuing, an important distinction needs to be made between Edwin Ellis and Edwin
John Ellis. Unfortunately the two are confused in some reference books and in a few cases
regarded as one and the same person. Edwin Ellis (1842 – 1895), the subject of this
biography and pictured in Figure 1, was purely an artist and earned his living in this way. In
contrast, Edwin John Ellis (1848 – 1916) was primarily a poet and book illustrator, although
he did exhibit a few pictures. The two men lived and worked in London about the same time
and were clearly identified as separate people in the contemporary press. This distinction
evaporated over time, but hopefully this text will enable both men to be recognised
separately and avoid future confusion
Edwin Ellis was born into a lace making family in Nottingham and started his early life as a
lace draughtsman, before some study of art locally. He then went on to earn his living as an
artist, mainly in London. He married and had five children, but was a restless man and
moved the family home and his studio many times. He was successful, but suffered periods
of ill health which affected his painting and earnings. To supplement the family income his
wife went on the stage, but this led to marital problems. His character showed a tendency to
violence, drink and infidelity. He declared himself bankrupt, was involved in two divorce
proceedings and died an alcoholic in poor circumstances at a relatively early age. During his
life he received considerable press comment, both favourable and unfavourable. And after
his death an obituary was published in the Art Journal recognising him as a painter of power
and accomplishment.
This is a brief biography of Edwin Ellis from his early years in Nottingham through his various
travels to his death in London. The information presented follows a broadly chronological
order and is based on original documentation, wherever possible. Full use has been made of
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original exhibition catalogues, press articles from the period and documents held within
institutional archives.
The text is organised to reflect the major periods of Ellis’s life:
•
•
•
•

The early years – 1840s to 1860s
Building a reputation – 1870s
Artistic success and the start of personal problems – 1880s
Divorce and decline – 1890s

Examples of Edwin Ellis’s work are illustrated throughout and are, as far as possible, linked
to the major periods of his life. However, as Ellis rarely dated his pictures, the classification
has been done rather imprecisely based on comparing style and subject with work where the
provenance or exhibition date is known. The result is probably inaccurate, but should provide
some indication of how the work of Edwin Ellis developed over his lifetime.
Details of the pictures exhibited by Edwin Ellis are given in Appendix A. Also, Appendix B
gives details of loan exhibitions, both during Ellis’s lifetime and after his death.
All appendices are given in separate documents.
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1. The early years - 1840s to 1860s
A family of lace makers
Edwin Ellis was born in Nottingham in 1842. For those who know anything of the artist this
date is not what is expected. The standard reference books give his birth year as 1841, but,
this does not fit with any of the official records where his age is given. In each of the relevant
census returns, the age given for Edwin Ellis corresponds to his birth year being 1842. His
death certificate gives rise to further confusion as the age given implies that he was born in
1843. However, the best information for his actual date of birth is the copy of his birth
certificate supplied by the General Register Office and shown in Appendix E. This confirms
that he was born in Nottingham on 12 February 1842.
Edwin Ellis was born into a family of lace makers. The 1841 census (before Edwin was born)
shows the family headed by Thomas Ellis, listed as a lace maker, his wife Ann and two
daughters living at Front Row, St Mary Nottingham. By 1842, when Edwin was born, the
family had moved to Manvers Street, Nottingham and were still there according to the 1848
Trade Directory. The family house was demolished many years ago, but some idea of the
area can be seen from the photograph of Manvers Street in Figure 2. This photograph dates
from around 1890, but the area probably changed very little since the time of the Ellis family.

Figure 2 - Manvers Street, Nottingham circa 1890
NCCC003236 - Courtesy of Nottinghamshire County Council and www.picturethepast.org.uk

The lace making business must have prospered, as by the 1851 census the family had
moved to a larger house at 32 Fishergate, Nottingham and employed a servant. The family
had also grown. Thomas is now listed as a Lace manufacturer and with his wife Ann now
has two girls and four boys. Edwin is the eldest of the four boys and is shown as a scholar
aged nine years. Ten years later in 1861 the family had again moved, this time to Osborn
Villas, Waverley Street, St Mary, Nottingham. As can be seen from the photograph of
Waverley Street from 1900 in Figure 3, the area was quite prosperous and with mainly larger
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houses. By the time of the 1861 census the Ellis family had clearly prospered. Thomas is still
listed as a Lace manufacturer and his wife is now listed as a Lady. They also have two
servants - a Cook and a Housemaid. Edwin is now listed as a Draughtsman for Lace aged
nineteen.

Figure 3 - Waverley Street, Nottingham circa 1900
NTGM001822 - Courtesy of Nottingham Historical Film Unit and www.picturethepast.org.uk

At some stage in the 1850s Thomas Ellis went into partnership for the manufacture of lace
with his brother, confusingly called Edwin Ellis. The partnership must have been successful
and in 1859 the co-partners acquired land and warehouses in Stoney Street Nottingham,
presumably to expand the business. Little is known about the business beyond references in
Trade Directories, but in 1868 there was a major falling out between the brothers. Based on
papers held by Nottinghamshire Archives, Thomas Ellis and his son Edwin Ellis (listed as an
artist) accused Edwin Ellis (senior) and his son Frederick of theft. They also accused William
Gregory, a supplier to the lace factory, of theft. The dispute seemed to develop over a few
months and in November 1868 Edwin (junior) provokes a fight with his cousin Frederick at
the lace factory. Hearing the commotion, Edwin (senior) comes out of the factory and is
immediately held by the collar and shaken violently by Thomas. Witness statements suggest
that there was no provocation for the assault. A draft summons was issued against Thomas,
with Edwin (junior) listed as an accomplice, for assault on Edwin (senior). There is another
draft summons against Thomas Ellis and Edwin Ellis (junior) for threats of permanent
violence against William Gregory. Despite these accusations of assault it appears that the
case did not proceed, as there are no records of the case being heard at the Nottingham
Borough Quarter Sessions or the County Quarter Sessions. It seems likely that the problem
remained a family dispute and was not taken through the legal process. Whatever the
circumstances of the dispute, it seems that the business and the partnership deteriorated,
and Edwin Ellis (senior) was declared bankrupt in 1869. On a more personal note, the case
is interesting as it gives an insight into the character of Edwin Ellis (the artist) and his
tendency to violence that manifests itself again later in his life.
Art training
Edwin Ellis studied art in his late teens at the Nottingham School of Art. The institution
provided evening classes at a rate of 2 shillings per month. This arrangement must have
suited Edwin as it allowed him to continue working in his father’s lace factory as a
draughtsman whilst studying. An examination of students was conducted annually by one of
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Her Majesty’s Inspectors for Art. Medals and prizes of money were awarded to the advanced
students, and book prizes to those successful in the examinations. The Nottinghamshire
Guardian reported the results of the 1861 examinations on 11 April of that year. Edwin Ellis
was a Medal Student for landscape from nature (water colour) and was successful in the
Second Grade examinations for Freehand Ornament and Model.
In terms of further art training, some of the obituaries of Edwin Ellis reported that he was a
pupil of Henry Dawson (1811 – 1878). The potential for this link is clear as Dawson worked
as a lace maker in Nottingham before painting full time from 1835. However, Dawson left
Nottingham for Liverpool in 1844 where he stayed until 1850. By the time Edwin Ellis was in
his teens and studying art in Nottingham in the late 1850s/early 1860s, Henry Dawson was
living in Thorpe Surrey and then Chiswick. So whilst there is the potential for Ellis to study
under Henry Dawson, the reality is that they were never living in the same part of the country
at the same time. Whilst it is unlikely that Ellis was a pupil of Henry Dawson, there is always
the possibility that he received some instruction through short term visits or correspondence.
Another possibility for the link with Henry Dawson is through his son Henry Thomas Dawson
who was born the year before Edwin Ellis in 1841. Henry Thomas was taught painting by his
father and, as he was the same age as Edwin Ellis and had a common background in lace,
there is the possibility that they studied art at some stage together.
Edwin Ellis was reputed to have completed his art education in France, as was fairly
common for artists at the time. No records have been discovered that would confirm this
study tour. However, passport records at the National Archives show that a passport
(number 53656) was issued to an Edwin Ellis on 12 December 1861. Passports were not
compulsory at this time and the majority of people travelling had no formal documents. It is
not possible to confirm if the Edwin Ellis of this biography was the applicant, but the timing
would fit with him completing Art School and undertaking a trip to France. Also, the early
1860s would have been a good time to be in France, as many of the major impressionist
painters (as they subsequently became known) were in Paris and beginning to paint in new
ways and challenge the traditional Paris Salon.
Starting life as an artist
The first known exhibited picture by Edwin Ellis is a view of Loch Lomond that was included
in a collection of local artists exhibited at the Nottingham School of Art in June 1865. It was
two years later in 1867 before he exhibited again, this time at the Exhibition of Modern
Works at the Royal Birmingham Society of Artists with a picture entitled ‘On the Worbeck’
The whereabouts of these pictures is not known, but presumably they gave the young Edwin
sufficient confidence to believe that he could make his living as an artist.
Shortly after exhibiting at the Birmingham Society Edwin Ellis moved to London and later in
1867 was living at 17 College Terrace, Hammersmith London. In that year he exhibited his
first picture at the Royal Academy, entitled ‘In the Balder, Yorkshire’ The picture was in oil
and was priced at £40. The Royal Academy record of pictures actually sold is not
comprehensive, and it does not indicate that this picture was sold from the exhibition.
Nevertheless, by pricing his work at a current equivalent value of over £1800 (based on the
currency converter provided by The National Archives), Edwin Ellis was certainly looking to
make a statement of intent.
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In 1868 Edwin Ellis exhibited his first picture at the Society of British Artists entitled
‘Departing Day – On the Moors, near High Force, Yorkshire’ and priced at £170 (around
£7,700 at today’s value). The Society of British Artists was to prove a major factor in the
career of Edwin Ellis and he would eventually go on to exhibit around 100 pictures at the
Society. For details see Appendix A.
A picture that can be linked to this early stage in Edwin Ellis’s career is ‘Young Anglers’
shown in Figure 4 and dated 1868. This is a landscape painted with some detail, particularly
the trees and vegetation in the foreground. As such it bears similarities with the work of
Henry Dawson and supports the view that Ellis may have received some tuition or guidance
from Dawson, who was well established by this time. Whatever the origins of this picture, it
was clearly painted by a young Edwin Ellis before he developed the confident free flowing
style of his later work.

Figure 4 – ‘Young Anglers’ 1868
Reproduced with the kind permission of Nottingham City Museums and Galleries

Marriage
Edwin Ellis’s early career as an artist must have been sufficiently successful for him to
consider marriage. In 1868 he returned from London to marry Catherine Alice Wood who
was living in Mapperley near Nottingham. Her father was a Pawn Broker. As Catherine was
a local Nottingham girl, it is reasonable to assume that they met whilst Edwin was living in
Nottingham and their relationship developed despite Edwin’s move as an artist to London.
Whatever the circumstances, they married on 31 December 1868 at St John’s Church,
Carrington, Basford Nottingham. Carrington is just a mile or so from Mapperley. A copy of
the Marriage Certificate is shown in Appendix E
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Figure 5 St John’s Church, Carrington

At the time of Edwin and Catherine’s marriage, St John’s church was relatively new. It was
built to serve the village of Carrington whose population had grown by four times in the
twenty or so years before the church was consecrated in 1843. With a growing potential
congregation of what was called in the original grant application ‘poor manufacturers’ a
substantial building was erected as can be seen in Figure 5. The church was built to hold
400 people and more than half were accommodated in pews rented by the same ‘poor
manufacturers’. St John’s has changed considerably since the 1860s, and as recently as
2009 was renovated and extended to provide a wider range of community needs on one site.
By the end of the 1860s Edwin Ellis had embarked on his career as an artist and moved to
London with his new wife. He now needed to build a reputation and make a living.
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2. Building a reputation – 1870s
The early 1870s saw Edwin Ellis moving home (and studio) many times and gradually
building up his rate of exhibited work. He exhibited a single work at the Royal Academy in
1870 entitled After Sundown’. In that year he also exhibited for the first time at Agnew’s
gallery in London with a painting entitled ‘Over the Moors to Market, Yorkshire’. At the time,
Agnew’s was an established gallery, having been opened in 1817. It has continued to trade
in central London and is now a major international art dealership. Ellis did not exhibit at
Agnew’s again for ten years. However, from 1880 through to 1888 he exhibited regularly at
their annual watercolour exhibition.
In 1871 he exhibited ‘The Thames above Chiswick’ at the Society of British Artists, painted
whilst living in Turnham Green, London. In the spring of that year Edwin with his wife went
on a painting tour of Sussex and the surrounding area. In the Census of April 1871 Edwin
and Catherine Ellis (listed as a landscape painter aged 29 years and landscape painter’s
wife aged 24 years) were visitors in Hastings, East Sussex, at the home of Charles Dixie.
Dixie in East Parade who is listed as a Smith and Harness maker and must have been
letting rooms for extra income, as in addition to Ellis and his wife, there were four other
visitors staying in the house. Among the pictures completed on the tour, Ellis painted a
watercolour of the East Cliff, Hastings that was exhibited at the Dudley Gallery in London
later that year, and a scene of fishing boats drawn up on Hastings beach that was sold in
2010 through a gallery in Surrey (not illustrated).
Edwin and Catherine had their first child, Bert Leigh in January 1872,. Bertie, as he was
known, was born in Nottingham, so Catherine must have returned to her parents for the
birth. It is not known if Edwin also went back to Nottingham to support Catherine. If he did,
he could not have stayed a long time, as exhibition records show that he was soon back in
London before embarking on another painting tour, this time to Guernsey.
Guernsey and Victor Hugo
In 1872/73 Edwin Ellis made one or more trips to Guernsey. Whilst on the island he painted
a series of watercolours of the interior of Victor Hugo’s residence, Hauteville House. Why an
up-and-coming landscape painter from London chose this unusual venue and subject is a
mystery and may well have been some sort of commission. Whatever the reasons, Ellis
spent considerable time in Guernsey and is recorded as living in Smith Street, St Peter Port,
which is not far from Hauteville House. Victor Hugo purchased Hauteville House in 1856 and
lived there until 1870, when he returned to France. He came back for a year in 1872-73, for a
week in 1875 and for four months in 1878. Based on these dates, Edwin Ellis and Victor Hugo
were in Guernsey at the same time and Victor Hugo may well have commissioned the paintings.
In total Ellis painted five pictures of rooms in Victor Hugo’s house which were exhibited at the
Society of British Artists in the years:
1872

Salle a Manger

1873

Salon Rouge; Tapestry Chamber

1874

Gallerie de Chene; Bedroom
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The whereabouts of these pictures is not known. However, Figure 6 and Figure 7 are
reproductions of postcards from the early twentieth century that give some an idea of the interior
at the time and illustrate the unusual subject for Ellis.

Figure 6 - Salle a Manger

Figure 7 - Salon Rouge

Langham Sketching Club
As mentioned earlier, Edwin Ellis rarely dated his pictures. An exception is shown in Figure 8
which is inscribed verso ‘“Langham Club Sketch by Edwin Ellis 1872” This landscape of
cattle by a stream with poplar trees illustrates how Ellis’s style developed from the example
of his early work shown in Figure 5. The picture was probably executed quickly and shows a
confident, impressionistic style with a strong vertical emphasis to the composition. However,
of particular interest is the reference to the Langham Club.

Figure 8 – ‘Cattle by a stream’, inscribed verso ‘“Langham Club Sketch by Edwin Ellis 1872”
Private collection

The Langham Sketching Club, as it is properly known, was one of many similar societies set
up in the early nineteenth century to provide alternative exhibition space for young or new
genre artists that were often rejected by the conservative Royal Academy. Many of these
societies have long gone, but the Langham Club has continued and prospered. The
Langham was founded in 1838 and attracted the major artists of the day plus those more upand-coming. The club started in Clipstone Street, Fitzroy Square, London and in 1854
moved to Langham Chambers, All Souls Place, before moving back to new premises in
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Fitzroy Square in 1938. The members would meet each Friday evening and draw or paint on
any given subject for two hours. The work would then be pinned up for general discussion.
Later a supper of bread, cheese and beer was served and the rest of the evening spent in
conversation and entertainment. This format continued until 1898 when an argument broke
out between those who wanted hot suppers and those who wanted to retain the cold
suppers. These two factions could not be reconciled and a significant group of ‘hotties’ broke
away and formed the London Sketch Club. Both the Langham and the London clubs
continue to this day and the format of meetings has hardly changed.
On the basis of the inscription on the picture in Figure 8, Edwin Ellis clearly had some
connection with The Langham Sketching Club. The extent of the connection is not clear and
he is not included in the membership list for 1882, the oldest available in the Langham
archives. However, Ellis is mentioned in an article on The Langham Sketching Club
published in the Art Journal for 1895. The article describes the Club as a school of training
for observation, memory and the after-impression, and refers to many artists that have come
from the Club over the years, including Edwin Ellis. At the time, each candidate had to
submit a time sketch to the members before election and go through a ballot with one black
ball in five excluding entrance. In view of the rather formal inscription on Figure 8 - “Langham
Club Sketch by Edwin Ellis 1872” - it seems likely that this is the sketch that Edwin Ellis
submitted for his entrance to the Club. The likely scenario is that he joined the Langham in
1872 and resigned sometime before 1882 as he became more actively involved with the
Society of British artists, where he became a member in 1875.
In the years around 1872 – 1874 Edwin Ellis made several painting tours. In addition to
Guernsey, he spent time on the Northumberland coast, in North Wales and in Surrey. He
also lived in Whitby for a time. His wife and child must have travelled with him for most, if not
all of these tours, as his second child, Sydney, was born in Whitby in August 1873. During
this period his rate of exhibited work started to increase. In 1872 he exhibited just two
pictures - The Devil’s Punchbowl, Hindhead at the Royal Academy and Salle a Manger,
Victor Hugo’s house at the Society of British Artists. In 1873 he exhibited the Salon Rouge,
Victors Hugo’s house at the spring exhibition of the Society of British Artists and four pictures
at the winter exhibition of the same venue. The number of exhibited works increased further
in 1874 with six pictures at the Royal Academy and four pictures at the Society of British
Artists (three in the summer exhibition and one in the winter).
In 1874 Edwin Ellis exhibited for the first time at the Dudley Gallery in London. The Dudley
Gallery opened in 1865 initially for watercolours and later for oils and works in black and
white. It was a private gallery with no regular membership and pictures for the public
exhibitions were chosen based on skill or merit as perceived by a committee of
management. In 1883 the management changed and gallery became The Dudley Gallery Art
Society with a regular membership. Edwin Ellis continued to exhibit at the Dudley Gallery
through to the 1880s.
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Figure 9 - ‘The Old Pier’ (18)70 watercolour
Private collection

A watercolour from this early period is shown in Figure 9. It is entitled ‘The Old Pier’ and is
dated (18)70. The composition is dominated by the pier and shows a good understanding of
perspective with the eye being drawn to the moored boat. In this work Ellis uses watercolour
with gouache to provide highlights and depth of colour – the technique of an oil painter,
rather than a pure watercolourist. An example of a watercolour by Ellis from two years later
can be seen in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London entitled ‘Tynemouth on the coast
of Northumberland’ and dated 1872. Unfortunately it is not often on display, but can be
requested (V&A reference 1185-86). Another example of a watercolour probably from this
period is shown in Figure 10. This picture is undated, but is of a similar composition and
scene to a watercolour in the Maidstone Museum and Art Gallery in Kent, that has been
dated to around 1873. This picture illustrates the same broad, impressionistic style with little
touches of detail that Ellis used for his oil paintings. There is also some suggestion in this
painting that Ellis was influenced by the work of David Cox (1783 -1859).

Figure 10- ‘Figures with Windmill’ – watercolour
Private collection

Membership of the Society of British Artists
Edwin Ellis exhibited an increasing number of pictures at the Society of British Artists in the
1870s and was elected a member in 1875. The original Charter of the Society signed by
each member is held by the National Art Library. Edwin Ellis signed the document on 2
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August 1875, the date of attending his first meeting. His entry on the Charter states that he
was a marine painter and that he was elected to the Society on 17 June 1875. Throughout
the 1870s and early 1880s Edwin Ellis was an active member of the Society, attending the
monthly meetings and participating in various sub-committees. From early 1883 his
attendance started to decline and by 1885 he was in arrears with his annual £6.00
subscription. The arrears and the current subscription were cleared in October 1886. The
Minutes of the Society are held by the National Art Library and they show that Ellis attended
the January 1886 meeting and no further meetings until 1888 when he was involved in the
controversy around the resignation of Whistler as President, as described later.
The Society of British Artists was formed in 1823 by a group of aspiring painters looking for
an alternative in London to the Royal Academy and British Institution. Their objective was
not to rival existing societies and every member was to free to assist and support any other
society. The Society raised sufficient capital to commission John Nash to build a new gallery
in Suffolk Street, a very fashionable area of London. The Society began with just twenty
seven members plus five honorary members and held its first exhibition in 1824.
Membership grew slowly and it took until 1876 for the numbers to reach fifty. Despite the
lack of members the exhibitions were successful and sizable as the majority of pictures were
exhibited by non members. The Society was granted a Charter in 1846 and in Queen
Victoria’s Golden Jubilee Year of 1887, won the right to the prefix ‘Royal’. This enhanced
status was largely due to the efforts of James McNeil Whistler who was then President.
Whistler introduced standards of acceptance for exhibits and innovations such as Sunday
tea parties. As a result, the Society attracted the attention not only of London’s aristocracy
and fashionable society, but also of well known artists, including Monet and Alfred Stevens,
who became honorary members
Edwin Ellis continued his rate of exhibited work throughout the 1870s, mainly at the Society
of British Artists, plus the Royal Academy and the Dudley Gallery. In 1876 he exhibited for
the first time at McLean’s Gallery in Haymarket, London. McLean’s was print publisher and
picture dealer established in 1811 and held a Royal Appointment from Queen Victoria and
the Prince of Wales. Judging by the press commentary, McLean’s was a well regarded
establishment and Edwin Ellis exhibited there fairly frequently through to 1892. In 1876 Ellis
exhibited for the first time in Dublin with three pictures at the Royal Hibernian Academy.
In 1876 Edwin Ellis exhibited again at the Royal Birmingham Society of Artists after an
absence of nine years. He did not become a member of the Society, but continued to exhibit
every couple of years until 1893. The Society is one of the oldest in the UK and was formed
in 1821 (two years earlier than the Society of British Artists in London) to establish a
museum for works of art, provide facilities for students and hold public exhibitions. It was
granted a Royal Charter in 1868 and was influential in developing late Victorian art, with
exhibitions attracting the most prominent and successful painters of the day.
Although Ellis’s output was quite high, it is not clear how this converted to an income for a
full time painter with a family. Very little information is available on whether exhibited pictures
actually sold. However it is known that in 1879 Edwin Ellis sold two pictures exhibited at the
Royal Academy that year - ‘Over the Sands, Barmouth’ and ‘The Borders of the Birklands’
for £84 and £157 respectively. These were considerable sums at a time when the average
wage for a labourer in London was around 14 shillings a week. Put another way, the price of
these pictures at today’s value is around £4000 and £7600, respectively. Even if relatively
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few of his exhibited pictures sold and allowing for the gallery commission, it would seem that
Edwin Ellis was starting to earn a good living from his work by the end of the 1870s.
Whilst Edwin Ellis was exhibiting a volume of work, it was not until 1878 that he started to
get much in the way of press commentary to help build his reputation. Unlike today, in the
nineteenth century reviews of the major art exhibitions were a regular feature in the
mainstream press. The London papers and many regional papers had art correspondents or
syndicated exhibition reviews. The reviews were often quite detailed and certainly did not
hold back from robust criticism. Edwin Ellis started to come to the attention of the press
towards the end of the 1870s. On 27 November 1878 there was a short reference in the Art
Gossip column of the Aberdeen Journal which described his picture at the Dudley Gallery
entitled ‘After Rain’ as “a brown, swollen river, hurrying on its way through desolate
moorlands”. This was not much of a comment, but, as in words of Oscar Wilde “the only
thing worse than being talked about is not being talked about”.
Details of the press reviews of Edwin Ellis’s exhibited work during the 1870s and throughout
his career are given in Appendix D
In 1875 Edwin Ellis returned from his various painting tours and the family settled in London.
Settled is a relative word in this context as they moved lodgings several times in the
following few years. For the most part the family lived in the area around Fitzroy Square, but
they also had addresses in Tufnell Park and one or two other locations before setting up
home and studio in Soho Square in 1879. Details of the addresses recorded for Edwin Ellis
are given in Appendix C. During this period Edwin and Catherine had two more children who
were born in London. Grace Lileth was born in March 1875 and Mary Isabella was born in
February 1877.
Whilst Edwin Ellis was developing his artistic reputation, his wife was also developing her
own career. The Art Gossip section of the Aberdeen Journal reported on 19 February 1879
that Mrs Edwin Ellis, referred to as the wife of the well-known landscape painter, appeared
on stage in a musical entertainment at the National Association of Spiritualists. The article
also referred to Mrs Ellis as the author of a novelette entitled “Loveday” printed in the Family
Herald. The Family Herald was published in London and was described as a weekly
magazine of useful information and amusement. Copies of the Family Herald are kept by the
British Library and the edition including Loveday was published on January 20, 1879.
Loveday is a short romantic novel that gives its name to the heroine and was written under
the name of Alice Ellis. Alice was the middle name of Catherine Ellis.
By the end of the 1870s Edwin Ellis was fast becoming a successful painter. He was a
recognised artist and a member of the Society of British Artists. He was exhibiting
extensively at all of the major galleries in London and it is reasonable to assume that he was
enjoying a good income from his work. On a personal level he was an established family
man with a wife and four children, all of whom survived at a time of high infant mortality.
Edwin Ellis was now an established artist.
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3. Artistic success and the start of personal problems – 1880s
Move to Surrey
The 1880s was the most successful period in Edwin Ellis’s life, both artistically and
financially. He exhibited extensively and his income was rising. In 1880 he was sufficiently
confident of his position to move his family out of London whilst continuing to maintain a
studio in the capital. For his family home, Edwin Ellis rented a house in Godalming, Surrey. It
is not clear why the Ellis family chose Godalming, although it is a very pleasant town
surrounded by attractive countryside. The most likely reason was the railway connection that
provided a fast means of getting to and from his studio in London. The railway arrived from
London in Godalming in 1849 and was extended to Portsmouth in 1859, so by the time the
Ellis family arrived the area was an established and desirable place to live. Also, Godalming
is only a few miles north of Haslemere, at the time an area with a growing community of
artists that had moved out from London attracted by the landscape and clean air. Such was
the interest in art locally that in 1881 Haslemere hosted an inaugural Industrial and Art
Exhibition. The exhibition was a success and attracted over fifteen hundred visitors.
The house that Ellis rented is called Oakbank and is on the west side of Godalming,
adjacent to the railway. The house is separated from the main activities of the town by the
railway, and has the advantage of an access path that connects directly to the platform. The
location is so convenient that within just a few minutes of leaving his house, Edwin Ellis
could have been on the train for London.
Oakbank is a fairly typical semi-detached house of the type built for the prosperous middle
classes in the Victorian period and was probably built in the 1860s. It remains largely
unchanged today and is shown in Figure 11. Typically, a house of this type would comprise
a drawing room, dining room and kitchen/scullery on the ground floor with two/three
bedrooms on the first floor and one/two attic bedrooms. This amount of space would have
been useful for the Ellis household which expanded whilst the family lived in Oakbank with
the birth in September 1880 of Percy Raymond Ellis. The 1881 census was completed whilst
the family were living in Oakbank and shows Edwin age 39 as an Artist and painter in oils,
Catherine his wife and five children. The household also includes three staff – a governess,
housemaid and cook. Clearly, Edwin Ellis was enjoying some prosperity from his painting.

Figure 11 Oakbank, Godalming
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It is not clear how long Edwin Ellis and his family stayed in Godalming. They certainly were
living in the town when Percy, their youngest child was born in September 1880, and by the
autumn of 1881 they were back in London.
From 1880 and for the next few years, Edwin Ellis exhibited only a few pictures at the Royal
Academy, typically one or two each year. His efforts seemed to be more focussed on the
summer and winter exhibitions at the Society of British Artists. In 1880 he exhibited six
pictures in the summer exhibition and another five in the winter exhibition. That year he also
exhibited at the Royal Hibernian Academy and the Dudley Gallery. It was a similar pattern of
exhibitions in 1881, with the addition of pictures exhibited at Tooth and Sons’ gallery in
London. In 1881 Ellis also exhibited at Rodman’s gallery in Belfast to favourable press
comment. Figure 12 is entitled ‘A Shady Spot’ and has a Rodman’s gallery label on the
reverse. It is not the picture exhibited in 1881, but is likely to be from the same period. A
picture with a similar composition is in the collection of Bradford Museums Galleries and
Heritage. This is entitled ‘The Pond’ and looks to be painted at the same location.

Figure 12 ‘A Shady Spot’
Private collection

From the early 1880s, Edwin Ellis was getting regular press coverage as part of exhibition
reviews. The text below is a slightly edited review of the spring exhibition at the Society of
British Artists (referred to as Suffolk Street) as published in The Star newspaper on 21 April
1881. The works are described in some detail and opinions given of their artistic quality. This
is typical of most exhibition reviews of the time and goes a long way to compensate the
reader for the lack of photographs.
The interest of the Suffolk-street Exhibition centres in the works of the small knot of young painters
who have adopted the principles of the French “impressionists.” Mr Edwin Ellis, one of the most
enterprising of these young artists, is here in great force. He is represented by six works, each of
which contains some striking passages, while at least three are replete both with promise and
achievement. The largest and most important is called “Waiting for the Boats,” and shows the red
brick wall of some old quay, such as might withstand the buffets of the North Sea in some little port of
“Yorks” or Durham: a sandy beach with a couple of boat anchors and hawsers, and a few smacks
hauled up under the shadow of the quay. In the distance, the long, low cabin of the coastguard is
backed by a long spur from the inland hills, and the whole is bathed in the full light of the midday sun.
Here audacity of colour is carried perhaps as far as it will go. Mr Ellis deals out unsparingly the purest
of greens and blues, the most dazzling of reds and yellows. Rather more reticent is “Middleton Pier,
West Hartlepool,” in which the straight lines of the jetty, broken by a few trailing ropes and a rusty
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cable, are skilfully employed to obtain varied masses of light and shadow. “Wintry Weather on the
Durham Coast,” a study of waves rolling up a harbour before a rising gale, is, in spite of its hastiness,
conspicuously truthful in drawing as well as in the rendering of the sombre hues of sea and sky in a
northern winter.

It is not possible to identify the pictures described in this review. However, the composition
and motifs as described were used by Ellis on several occasions and two examples are
shown below. Figure 13 shows ‘The Harbour Bar’ which is in the collection of the Royal
Holloway College in Egham, Surrey. The painting was purchased by Thomas Holloway as
part of his collection of work by contemporary painters amassed for the college. The work
was purchased at auction in 1883 for £111 6s. A similar picture in many ways is shown in
Figure 14. Interestingly, this picture has been inscribed by Ellis beneath his signature with
“Retouched 92”. It would appear that he adjusted the picture some years after the original
execution date, presumably to enhance it in some way prior to sale.

Figure 13 – ‘The Harbour Bar’
Reproduced with the kind permission of Royal Holloway, University of London

Figure 14 - ‘The Harbour ‘
Private collection
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Visit to Hartlepool
In March 1881 Edwin Ellis made a painting trip to West Hartlepool on the North East coast of
England. At the time, West Hartlepool was a rapidly growing new town. It was built close to
the old town of Hartlepool around the new docks that opened in 1847. By the end of the
nineteenth century the port of Hartlepool was one of the four busiest in the country, so there
would have been plenty of subjects for a marine painter. Edwin Ellis also had another reason
to visit the town in that his brother lived locally. Ellis’s visit was thought sufficiently
noteworthy for a reference in the Daily Gazette on 26 March 1881.
It is not often that this particular portion of the North-east coast, upon which the Hartlepools are
situate, is found sufficiently picturesque to attract the attention of artists of the higher class. West
Hartlepool, however, is just now receiving the visits of Mr Edwin Ellis, a member of the Society of
British Artists, and brother to a respectable fellow townsman, who is engaged upon a couple of oil
paintings representing different views of the Hartlepools, which are intended to be exhibited in the
Royal Academy. Mr Ellis has also found subjects about Hartlepool for five pictures for the Society’s
Rooms in Suffolk street, Pall Mall

As a result of his visit to Hartlepool Edwin Ellis exhibited six pictures in the 1881 summer
exhibition of the Society of British Artists. From the titles it is probable that all six were
painted during his visit to the area. He also exhibited that year a picture from Hartlepool at
the London Society of Artists. The press article above also refers to paintings intended for
the Royal Academy. Ellis did not exhibit at the Royal Academy in 1881, but in 1882 he
exhibited ‘Waiting for Boats’ which was included in the group of pictures exhibited previously
at the Society of British Artists. When ‘Waiting for Boats’ was shown at the Society of British
Artists it was priced at £150 (£7,200 at today’s value). It seems likely that the picture sold, as
when it was shown the following year at the Royal Academy it was not priced.
At picture of West Hartlepool is in the collection of the Nottingham City Museums and
Galleries and is shown in Figure 15. It is entitled ‘After Three Days’ Gale’ and was painted in
1885, so was not part of the group completed during Ellis’s first Hartlepool visit. It was sold
to the museum by the owner who purchased it from the Manchester exhibition in 1887. At
the time the picture was priced at £350 (almost £17,000 in today’s value). The picture was
exhibited again at the Royal Academy in 1890 and at a Special Loan Exhibitions at
Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery in 1893 and again in 1896 (after Ellis’s death) where it
was described graphically in the catalogue and identified as West Hartlepool pier.

Figure 15 – ‘After Three Days’ Gale’
Reproduced with the kind permission of Nottingham City Museums and Galleries
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It is generally very difficult to match specific examples of Ellis’s works to exhibition records
as almost all of the exhibition catalogues of the time were not illustrated. Also, in many
cases, the titles of individual paintings have been lost or changed over the years. Figure 16
shows a painting entitled ‘Bridlington Quay’ which was photographed and the title noted from
an old label on the reverse when the picture was sold through a London auction house many
years ago. Unfortunately, the label has since been lost, but it is likely that this is the picture
of the same title shown at the Liverpool Corporation exhibition in 1882, which the Liverpool
Mercury described on 7 September 1882 as “a vigorously painted sea piece, which
somehow recalls the mode of Mr Napier Hemy.”

Figure 16 – ‘Bridlington Quay’
Private collection

Another vigorously painted sea piece probably from the same period is shown in Figure 17.
In this picture Ellis has captured very effectively the sense of movement of the sea and the
struggle of the fishermen to haul in the catch.

Figure 17 – ‘Hauling the Catch’
Private collection

In 1882 Edwin Ellis once again concentrated his exhibited works at the Society of British
Artists. In the spring exhibition he submitted just two works. One of the exhibits entitled
‘Bringing in the Fish, Yorkshire Coast’ was a large canvas and priced at £250. It attracted a
range of press comment at the time. And despite not being able to see an illustration of the
picture, the comments provide a good description and an indication of the style that Ellis was
developing.
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The art correspondent of The Times wrote on 29 March 1882:
On the next wall hangs Mr. Edwin Ellis’s large sea picture ‘Bringing in the Fish, Yorkshire Coast,’ a
picture in which the painter has not done justice to his powers. The moment is happily caught; the rise
and fall of the water and of the boat are given with truth and skill; but the water has no transparency,
the colours are dashed on anyhow. Here in fact, as in other recent works of this painter, there is too
much haste to produce an effect and too little patient study of the mysteries of sea and sky which it is
his business to represent

A slightly different view was taken by The Era on 8 April 1882
In No. 266, Bringing in the Fish; Yorkshire Coast, Mr Edwin Ellis charms us by the breezy freshness
of the scene and his strength of colour; but here we have to regret that more time was not given to the
group of figures on the jetty, and in fact all the figures. They are too sketchy to be quite satisfactory.
The extraordinary dash and animation of all Mr Ellis’s work tends all the more to draw the attention of
the spectator to any defect such as we have noticed. Spite of this drawback the picture is full of
interest

Visit to St Ives
For the winter exhibition of the Society of British Artists in 1882, Edwin Ellis submitted eight
works from a painting tour in Cornwall. Based on the titles, several of the paintings were
from around St Ives and one was of Penberth Cove further south west near Land’s End.
Interestingly, it seems that several of these works were smaller than Ellis’s usual canvases
and priced at £40 each, with Penberth Cove being priced at £150. During this tour it is also
likely that Ellis painted the views of Sennen Cove, Whitsand Bay that were included in the
Nottingham retrospective exhibition in 1893, described later.
Ellis almost certainly took lodgings in St Ives for his painting tour of Cornwall and, judging by
the number of pictures produced, he would have stayed in the town for a month or more in
1882. The timing of his residence can be narrowed further as two of the pictures painted on
this tour were of pilchard fishing. For Ellis to have seen the fishing first hand he must have
been in St Ives in late summer and early autumn when the pilchard shoals are close to
shore.
The press reviews of Ellis’s pictures at the Society of British Artists included the Magazine of
Art for 1882 which commented:
At the exhibition of the Society of British Artists the two members whose contributions stand well out
from those of their fellows are Mr A Ludovici jnr and Mr Edwin Ellis

The Era also commented on 2 December 1882:
Mr Edwin Ellis, who makes a great point of strength of colour, has a number of marine subjects, in
which the glow of nature is given to the full, and sometimes a little beyond. This is the case with No,
136, Penberth Cove, in which the artist has laid on his tints with great freedom. He is, perhaps, seen
to the greatest advantage in some of his smaller works, where there was less temptation to force the
colour. In vigour, dash and brilliancy Mr Ellis is always to be admired.

A detailed study of the formation of the St Ives Artists’ Colony has been undertaken by David
Tovey and described in a series of excellent books on the subject (see Appendix F for
selected volumes). Tovey describes the arrival of artists and the formation of the colony in St
Ives in 1885, some three years after Ellis’s visit. He suggests that the group of paintings by
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Edwin Ellis at the Society of British Artists led to more visitors to the area than the more
famous later works of Whistler. For example, Alberto Ludovici (the son of the Treasurer to
Society of British Artists and a fellow exhibitor at the 1882 exhibition) made a visit to St Ives
in 1883, most probably as a result of seeing the works by Ellis. Other artists would also have
seen the pictures and been attracted to the area. Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that
Edwin Ellis was a significant influence on the formation of the St Ives Artists’ Colony.
One of the paintings Ellis exhibited at the Society of British Artists in 1882 was entitled ‘St
Ives Pier’. It is likely that this picture is now in the collection of Stockport Council. The
Stockport picture is entitled ‘The Harbour’ and is shown in Figure 18. The title is non-specific
and may have been given later as Ellis rarely added the title of his work actually on the
picture. Nevertheless, the subject of the painting can be identified as a St Ives scene by the
distinctive lighthouse on Smeaton’s Pier. The lighthouse is painted as it existed at the end of
the 1880s, as confirmed by a contemporary drawing illustrated in David Tovey’s book ‘St
Ives Art pre 1890’. Therefore, in all probability Figure 18 is the painting entitled ‘St Ives Pier’
exhibited by Edwin Ellis in 1882.

Figure 18 – ‘The Harbour’ (St Ives Pier)
Reproduced with the kind permission of Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council

In 1882 Ellis exhibited for the first time at the Grosvenor Gallery in London. The Grosvenor
had opened a few years earlier in 1877 and provided a more progressive alternative to the
Royal Academy. The Grosvenor was particularly linked with many of the painters associated
with the aesthetic movement, including Burne-Jones, Watts and Whistler. Ellis may have
subscribed to the ideals of the aesthetic movement – “Art for Art’s Sake”- in that he painted
without symbolism or moral implications, but his work could never be associated with a cult
of beauty and beautiful people. Ellis did not exhibit at the Grosvenor Gallery again until 1888,
by which time one of the founders had resigned and set up a new gallery, taking the ideals
and many of the painters of the aesthetic movement with him.
Ellis continued exhibiting in 1883 with a focus on the Society of British Artists. In addition he
exhibited at the Royal Scottish Academy and Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool, plus several
private galleries in London. The picture at the Walker received a favourable review from the
art correspondent of the Liverpool Mercury on 6 September 1883:
There are, however, some good pictures on this wall, and one of the most noticeable is Mr Edwin
Ellis’s When the Sea and Millstream Meet. Instead of hanging on to the skirts of this or that foreign
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school, this artist goes straight to nature, and paints it characteristically. This picture has such a fresh
quality of colour, such energetic execution, that, although it is sketchy in parts, it carries all before it

Ellis’s major picture at the Society of British Artists winter exhibition in 1883 was entitled
“Mad March” and was priced at £200. Unfortunately it was not well received by some
sections of the press as, for example, the Morning Post of 3 December 1883:
Mr Edwin Ellis is usually nothing if not startling. To this general rule of his the picture, oddly entitled
“Mad March” is no exception. Beyond the fact that there is a very “bluey” green sea, smacking
strongly of the Mediterranean or the Adriatic – only, the boats are evidently English – and that the
wind has been ruffling the waters, there is nothing to indicate the month of March any more than any
other month of the year. Both colouring and handling attest great dash and vigour, and undoubtedly
the effect is strong, yet it is not altogether pleasant. Slap-dash work never is so. Clever though it may
be, it repels by its artificiality.

The same article was much more complimentary of a small picture in the same exhibition by
Ellis entitled ‘The Haven under the Hill’ which it described as:
When Mr Ellis is content to be natural, as in that little picture of his “The Haven under the Hill” – so
beautiful in colour and poetic in sentiment – the result is delightful. One such picture would, in the
estimation of the judicious, outweigh a gallery of “Mad Marches.

Edwin Ellis must have taken this positive comment on “The Haven under the Hill” to heart.
He subsequently painted a larger version with the same title that was purchased by the
Manchester Art Gallery with some controversy, as described and illustrated later.
Another picture in the same 1883 winter exhibition was entitled ‘A Morning’s Catch’. Figure
19 was probably painted around this period and, although the title is not marked, it could be
the picture exhibited. Also, the composition is very similar to ‘The Haven under the Hill’

Figure 19 - ‘A Morning’s Catch’
Private collection

Move to Deganwy
In 1884, the Ellis family were on the move again, this time to the small village of Deganwy,
near Conwy in North Wales. Why Edwin Ellis chose this particular location is not known,
although he had been to the area before and exhibited pictures from around Conwy in 1879.
However, from a court case some years later it is known that in 1884 he suffered a problem
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with his eyes that prevented him from working for a period. It is therefore likely that he
moved to Deganwy for recuperation, aided by the clean North Wales air and the opportunity
of rest from life in London. By the 1880s this area of Wales was easily accessible by railway
and there was the added attraction of a thriving artistic community. The artists’ colony at
nearby Betws-y-coed had been established for some time and the Royal Cambrian Academy
in Conwy was constituted in 1881 with the objective of promoting fine art in Wales. There are
no records of Edwin Ellis participating in the Betws-y-coed colony. However, he probably
mixed with the artistic community and certainly participated in the exhibition held in aid of
establishing the Royal Cambrian Academy. This was a very large fine art exhibition held in
the Cardiff Public Hall in 1884 and included paintings and watercolours, both modern and by
deceased masters, photographs, pottery and sculpture. Ellis exhibited a watercolour entitled
“Mountain Road” that was not priced and must have been given on loan. Interestingly, this
exhibition was noted in the press at the time as “illuminated with the new electric light”
Whilst living in Deganwy, Edwin Ellis continued to exhibit at the usual galleries in London
plus Manchester and Liverpool. His address in the exhibition records is simply given as
Deganwy, North Wales with no more details. A contemporary street directory of the Conwy
area shows Edwin Ellis as an artist and gives his address as a house called Annandale in
Deganwy. Deganwy at this time was a very small community built around the railway station
and the Deganwy hotel. There are no other records of a house called Annandale in
Deganwy and the house is not recorded in the census of 1881 or the 1891 census. However,
the 1891 census shows a house called Allandale which would have been built sometime
after 1881 and still exists. This is probably the house that Edwin Ellis occupied in Deganwy,
and the most likely explanation for the discrepancy in house name is a spelling mistake in
the original street directory. Apparently, spelling mistakes in this type of directory were not
uncommon.
Allandale is a detached house and is shown in Figure 20. It has recently changed ownership
and is being completely refurbished. When Edwin Ellis moved to the area it would have been
almost new and would have provided sufficient accommodation for a family with five children
and probably one or two servants. The five children were aged between four and twelve
years in 1884 and at least some of them were likely to have attended the local school.
Unfortunately this cannot be confirmed as the school records for this period have not
survived.

Figure 20 - Allandale, Deganwy
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Interestingly, another artist, Richard Wane (1852 – 1904) is recorded as living at Allandale,
Deganwy in 1887, shortly after Edwin Ellis left. Richard Wane was previously living in Conwy
and may have known Edwin Ellis who could have recommended him for the tenancy of
Allandale. Wane often painted scenes of fishermen around the coast of Wales and his
paintings have some similarities of scene and composition to those of Ellis. However, the
major difference is in the style. Wane is generally more detailed and calm, whereas Ellis is
typically more free flowing and impressionistic.
Based on the address details given with exhibited work, Edwin Ellis lived in Deganwy from
the spring on 1884 through to early 1886. The majority of his pictures exhibited during this
period were of the Yorkshire coast plus a couple of the Isle of Man and Scotland.
Presumably these were painted before the problems with his eyesight, or developed from
earlier sketches, as travel with the condition would have been difficult. One of the paintings
completed earlier in 1884 was entitled ‘Baiting crab pots, Flamborough Head’ and exhibited
at the Royal Academy. It sold for £250, or around £12,000 at today’s value. A caricature of
this painting was included in the satirical magazine Punch as part of their Royal Academy
Guy’d (sic) of 12 July 1884 and is shown in Figure 21. The number 1590 refers to the
number of the painting in the exhibition catalogue. The accompanying caption and
juxtaposition of swimmers for crab pots clearly meant something at the time, but the humour
is now more difficult to appreciate.

Figure 21 - Punch Cartoon 12 July 1884

Earlier in 1884 Ellis attempted to move away from the theme of broadly painted coastal
scenes. A painting, entitled “In Fold”, was exhibited at the spring exhibition of the Society of
British Artists and was described at the time as depicting a flock of sheep huddled together
at the foot of steep hill. Unfortunately, this move from marine painting was not well received
by the art correspondents, as illustrated by the review in The Era of 12 April 1884
In Fold, Edwin Ellis, is perhaps the least satisfactory work we have seen by this artist. Mr Ellis has
been much admired for the boldness and vigour of his sea painting, but the attempt to employ the
same dashing execution in the mountain scenes is a lamentable failure. The colour appears to be laid
on with a birch broom and a shovel and mixed with a little street mud and soot

In exhibitions later in the year Ellis returned to marine subjects. He won a prize at the
exhibition at the Royal Association for the Promotion of Fine Arts in Scotland in the summer
of 1884 for a work entitled ‘After the Storm’ that sold for £100 (£4800 at today’s value). Other
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venues included the Dudley Gallery where Ellis exhibited a painting called ‘Breakers’ that
caught the attention of the art correspondents of the Birmingham Post on 27 October and
The Standard on 28 October 1884.
Mr Ellis’s Breakers are rougher than ever in the matter of texture. He must be a valuable customer to
the dealer in pigments who is fortunate enough to supply him
“Mr Edwin Ellis “Breaker” (No. 59) has strength, as his work always has, even if it is sometimes
evidenced at the cost of artistic refinement. Still, the vigour of his sketches is refreshing. Whatever his
deficiencies, his art is decisive; it is the work of a painter who at all events knows what he wants

Edwin Ellis painted relatively few purely seascapes and Figure 22 is a good example. This
picture is not titled, but certainly shows a powerful seascape of breakers and could well be
the painting exhibited at the Dudley Gallery.

Figure 22 – ‘Breakers’
Reproduced with the kind permission of Tennant’s Auctioneers

Edwin Ellis painted several views of the coast around Conwy, either during his stay in
Deganwy or an earlier painting tour. Figure 23 is entitled ‘On the Conway’ (sic) and shows
the quay with the old walls of the town in the background. This view is almost unchanged
today.

Figure 23 - ‘On the Conway’
Private collection
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Conwy was and remains well known for mussels. At the time when Edwin Ellis was painting
in the area, mussels were an important part of the local economy. In the nineteenth and
early twentieth century women worked on the shoreline, gathering and sorting the mussels,
often by lamplight, whilst the men worked in the open waters. The shoreline workers have
now gone, but the "mussel men", as they are known locally, continue, although in much
smaller numbers. The men operate from small boats and use long-handled rakes that were
originally invented by medieval monks, to drag or rake up the mussels. Edwin Ellis painted
aspects of the mussel industry around Conwy and other parts of the country on several
occasions. As examples, Figure 24 is entitled ‘Mussel Gatherers’ and shows women working
the shoreline and Figure 25 shows men working as mussel rakers from small boats. A
painting entitled ‘A Mussel Boat, Conway’ was one of three pictures by Ellis exhibited at the
Society of British Artists in the summer of 1885.

Figure 24 – ‘Mussel Gatherers’
© Christie's Images Limited 2000

Figure 25- ‘Mussel Rakers’
Private collection
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Edwin Ellis exhibited at the summer exhibition of the Royal Academy in 1885 with a painting
entitled ‘Waiting for those who will never return to the town’ that was sold for £350 (around
£17000 at today’s value). Later in 1885 Ellis exhibited two pictures at the winter exhibition of
the Society of British Artists. Both received favourable press comment and one –‘The Village
on the Cliff’ - was regarded by the Morning Post on 30 November 1885 as “perhaps, the best
of Mr Edwin Ellis’s pictures” This exhibition also included “nocturnes” in green, blue, black
and yellow by Whistler. These pictures had been transferred from Grosvenor Gallery; partly
it seems to ensure that they were arranged as Whistler, who was a member of the Society
council, intended.
Nottingham Society of Artists
Early in 1885, Edwin Ellis was invited to join the Nottingham Society of Artists as an
honorary member, presumably because of his success and that he was born in the town.
The Society had been founded a few years earlier in 1880 and was an amalgamation of two
previous art societies in Nottingham. The Society held regular meetings, sketching outings
and selling exhibitions. It was a small society of around thirty male members and ladies were
invited to join from 1884. Despite being an honorary member, Edwin Ellis did not participate
in the Society and is not listed as attending any meetings or classes. However, in the
January 1896 Annual Report there is a note on the loss of the distinguished honorary
member, Mr Edwin Ellis. The Nottingham Society of Artists is still flourishing.
Marital difficulties
Whilst living in Deganwy, Ellis’s wife Catherine decided that she would earn a living to
compensate for the lack of painting output by her husband. Catherine Ellis decided to go on
the stage. This move was not entirely without foundation, as in 1879, Catherine had
appeared in the musical entertainment at the National Association of Spiritualists, as
reported in the Art Gossip section of the Aberdeen Journal. Catherine must have continued
gaining acting experience as, a few years later on 2 March 1882, the Theatrical News
reported that Mrs Edwin Ellis, wife of the well known artist, was about to make her debut at
the Olympic Theatre in London. The Olympic Theatre specialised in comedies and was
demolished in 1904 as part of the development of the Aldwych Theatre. Details of
Catherine’s acting career are recorded again in early 1885 when, under the stage name of
Lilith Ellis, she was reported by the Nottinghamshire Guardian on 13 February as touring
with a Comedy, Dance and Burlesque Company. Importantly, as it would later turn out, one
of her fellow actors in this touring company was Arthur Rothbury Evans.
Catherine’s acting career and the associated periods away from home must have caused
some marital difficulties, as in July 1885 Edwin Ellis raised a petition for divorce. The corespondent in the petition was Arthur Rothbury Evans. The divorce papers held by the
National Archives (ref J77/340/250) include an oath signed by Edwin Ellis that accuses his
wife of committing adultery with Arthur Rothbury Evans on several occasions in May and
June 1885 at hostelries in Stevenage and Barnet, in Hertfordshire.
Edwin Ellis sued for divorce after on the basis of the relatively new Divorce and Matrimonial
Causes Act of 1857. This Act introduced a significant change in divorce law and allowed a
moderately wealthy man to divorce his wife on the simple grounds of her adultery. The
husband could also claim damages against the adulterous third party. Prior to this Act a
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divorce could only be obtained in England through a cumbersome process involving the
husband suing another man for 'criminal conversation' (i.e., for compromising his wife, and
therefore diminishing her value, so that he could claim damages), then an ecclesiastical
divorce which did not allow the right of re-marriage, and finally a private Act of Parliament
which gave separation and allowed re-marriage.
The case was heard by a Registrar who ordered that Catherine Ellis be allowed access to
the children every three weeks at the Castle Hotel in Conwy. This arrangement probably
suited all parties as Catherine Ellis was touring the country at the time and Conwy was a
short train ride from Deganwy where Edwin Ellis and their children were living. Also from a
legal perspective, the children were the property of the husband and it was not until the
Infants Custody Act of 1886 that the welfare of the children became a factor in deciding
custody. Even after this Act the father remained during his lifetime the sole legal guardian.
The Registrar made his order on access at the end of July 1885 pending answers to the
petition by Catherine and Arthur Evans. Both parties pleaded not guilty to the adultery and
their answers were formally filed in mid August 1885. The papers contain no entries beyond
this date and, for whatever reason, the divorce did not proceed. It seems likely that Edwin
and Catherine had some form of reconciliation, although Catherine continued touring with
her theatre company. The Era reported on 10 April 1886 that “Miss Lilith Ellis (Mrs Edwin
Ellis) starts on a provincial tour at Easter, and intends producing an original drama, adapted
from one of her own novelettes, entitled “Love in Idleness” Whether intended or not, there is
some irony in the title of the play, given the marital difficulties between Catherine and Edwin,
and the latter’s lack of painting output, at least for a period.
Manchester Art Gallery purchase
Whilst living in Deganwy, Edwin Ellis exhibited again at the relatively new Manchester Art
Gallery. The gallery was originally the Royal Manchester Institution, an organisation that
collected fine art and held regular exhibitions in a neo-classical building designed by Charles
Barry, the architect of the Houses of Parliament. In 1882 the building and collections were
transferred to Manchester Corporation and became the Manchester Art Gallery. The first
annual exhibition of the Manchester Art Gallery was held in the autumn of 1883 and Edwin
Ellis exhibited a painting entitled ‘Rest’. He exhibited two paintings the following year, but it
was the Third Autumn Exhibition held in 1885 where his work was both successful and
controversial.
The 1885 exhibition was a major event with almost twelve hundred paintings and
watercolours either on loan or for sale. The key exhibitor was Sir John Millais who entered
twenty six loan pictures (exhibitors were limited to three pictures, unless by special
invitation). As a highlight of the show, Millais was due to exhibit his new portrait of the
Princess of Wales, but due to his illness he was unable to finish the work in time. Other well
known artists exhibiting included Sir Frederick Leighton, George Watts, Atkinson Grimshaw,
Thomas Sidney Cooper and William Powell Frith. The majority of the works that were for
sale were priced at less than £100, with some exceptions. Atkinson Grimshaw exhibited one
painting priced at £1000 (£48000 at today’s value) and Sidney Cooper had one priced at
£600.
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The paintings exhibited by Edwin Ellis were entitled ‘The Haven under the Hill’ and ‘In with
the Night’s Catch’ priced at £262 10s and £60, respectively. The purchasing committee of
the Manchester Art Gallery decided that ‘The Haven under the Hill’ was of sufficient merit to
acquire it for the permanent collection and paid the current equivalent value of around
£13000. However, the purchase was not without controversy.

Figure 26 - Edwin Ellis ‘The Haven Under the Hill’
Image © Manchester City Galleries.

The Haven under the Hill is a large canvas measuring 91cm by 183cm and is shown in
Figure 26. The composition is typical of many of Ellis’s coastal paintings from the 1880s and
shows fishermen unloading their catch in a cove. There is a strong horizontal emphasis with
large blocks of colour and relatively little detail. The overall impression is one of calm and
tranquillity. Despite its perceived merits, the purchase was not well received by the art
correspondent of the Glasgow Herald on 21 October 1885.
But they [Manchester Art Gallery] have undoubtedly made a mistake in purchasing The Haven under
the Hill of Mr Edwin Ellis. It is true that this picture is the best production of the last-named artist that
we have seen; it is less crude in colouration, less glaringly deficient in all sense of form, than the
majority of Mr Ellis’s compositions – it is, indeed, an interesting and on the whole very satisfactory
example of the school of slap-dash recently not inappropriately spoken of somewhere as the ‘School
of what’s-the-odds?’ To do him justice, Mr Ellis has in this picture produced as satisfactorily an artistic
impression as it is in his power to do

However, the Art Journal took a very different view in October 1885:
Edwin Ellis’s ‘Haven under the Hill’ painted expressly for this exhibition, is a work so strong in colour,
composition and effect as distinctly to raise the artist’s reputation, and to place him in the first rank of
painters of coast scenery

When the Manchester exhibition closed ‘The Haven under the Hill’ was shown at the Royal
Academy in the summer exhibition of 1886. This time it received a more positive response
as indicated by the comments from the art correspondents of the Daily Commercial
Advertiser on 3 May 1886 and the Nottinghamshire Guardian on 21 May 1886.
A picture by Edwin Ellis, The Haven under the Hill, will strike visitors as one of uncommon ability
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Mr Edwin Ellis, an artist well known in this district, though now resident in London is represented in
Gallery IV by an important work entitled “The Haven under the Hill” (321). There are few finer coast
scenes in the Exhibition, both the sea and the hills being treated with power and effect.

The Haven under the Hill continued to attract comment and was referred to in an article on
The Manchester Art Gallery in the 1888 Magazine of Art. The picture was illustrated in the
article and received the positive comment “the relative proportions of mass, the various
values in light and shade, and the calm, peaceful effect of the whole are quite grateful to the
eye”. However, the article commented rather differently on the changing style of Edwin Ellis
in the three years since Haven under the Hill was painted in 1885 with the suggestion that
Ellis was “one of the most vigorous landscape painters in the country”. This was clearly not a
positive comment as the article goes on to say that Ellis “runs the risk of trenching on the
province of the scene painter”. Certainly Ellis’s style did change towards the end of his life,
as described later.
The Haven under the Hill is still in the collection of the Manchester Art Gallery, although it
has not been on display for some time and is currently in storage. It can, however, be viewed
by making an appointment.
In 1886 Ellis returned to the Capital and set up home and studio in his familiar area of West
London. He took rooms in North Crescent, Bedford Square and unusually for Ellis he stayed
at this address for a few years. Unfortunately the building where Ellis had rooms no longer
exists in North Crescent. This area of London was reasonably prosperous and was surveyed
by Charles Booth in his ‘Inquiry into the Life and Labour of the People in London’. The
survey was undertaken between 1886 and 1903 and the first report was published in 1889.
Booth classified the area where Edwin Ellis was living in North Crescent as a mixture of:
‘Middle Class, well-to-do’ and ‘Fairly comfortable, good ordinary earnings’. Clearly, this was
just the sort of residential area for a successful artist.
In the year of his return to London, Ellis only exhibited two pictures, other than ‘The Haven
under the Hill’ at the Royal Academy, as mentioned above. For the first time he exhibited at
the Royal Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts at an exhibition of “Works of Modern Artists” with a
picture entitled ‘Bathers’. He also exhibited a single picture at the Society of British Artists
winter exhibition.
With the Ellis family now settled in London, Catherine Ellis resumed her acting career around
the country. The Era reported on 6 July 1887 that “Miss Lilith Ellis (Mrs Edwin Ellis)
supported by a carefully selected London company is on tour with ‘As in a Looking Glass’.
Showing in Frome, Weston-Supermare and Trowbridge. Miss Ellis’s repertoire on this tour
will include Romeo and Juliet and Camile” It is not known if Arthur Rothbury Evans, the corespondent in Edwin Ellis’s divorce petition mentioned earlier, was still part of this theatre
company. However, as Ellis and his wife appear to have been reconciled, it is likely that
Evans had departed.
Ellis increased his exhibited work in 1887 with pictures at the Royal Academy, Royal Society
of British Artists (summer and winter exhibitions), the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool and the
Manchester Art Gallery, plus one or two others. Ellis exhibited two pictures at the
Manchester autumn exhibition – ‘After Three Days’ Gale’ and ‘Full Summer, Flamborough
Head’. Both sold for £350 and £250 respectively. Hartlepool is the scene for ‘After Three
Days’ Gale’ and is shown earlier in Figure 15. ‘Full Summer’ was illustrated in the Magazine
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of Art a few years later and is shown in Figure 27. The Manchester Courier commented very
favourably on this picture on 22 November 1887, at the time of the exhibition:

Figure 27- ‘Full Summer’
Magazine of Art 1894

Edwin Ellis’s grand picture ‘Full Summer, Flamborough Head’ (619) we have before alluded to. A
second look confirms our opinion that it is one of the most powerful things in landscape art produced
since the days of Constable and Muller. It is big and grand in treatment, and altogether the work of a
master in art.

The picture that caught most of the attention of the press in 1887 was ‘The King and Queen,
Flamborough’ exhibited at the Royal Society of British Artists. By all accounts it was a very
large picture that certainly made an impact with the art correspondents of The Times. The
Morning Post and the Glasgow Herald on 29 November, 1 December and 2 December 1887,
respectively:
Mr Edwin Ellis sends only one picture, but that is the largest in the exhibition ‘The King and Queen,
Flamborough’ a bold and effective piece of work, in which two enormous white cliffs stand in the
sunshine, surrounded by dark water and against a background of stormy clouds. It is certainly a
strong picture; a little hasty, perhaps, in parts, but the great crags standout finely and the fisherman’s
rowing boat which gives them size and scale is artfully put upon the water
Conspicuous, by reason of its size and powerful style of execution, is “The King and Queen –
Flamborough.” In it Mr Edwin Ellis has limned the two huge rocks which bear these regal titles and the
dark blue sea in restless motion at their base, with a force and solidity which it would be difficult to
surpass.
Mr Edwin Ellis’s immense King and Queen, two gigantic cliff-rocks at Flamborough Head, is one of
the finest things this clever but very variable artist has accomplished

The ‘King and Queen’ was priced at £350 and it is likely that it sold. Based on this picture
and the two sold at the Manchester exhibition, the gross proceeds were £950, or around
£46,000 in today’s value. Gallery commission would have been deducted from this sum, but
nevertheless it represents a reasonable income and was probably supplemented by sales at
other galleries. However, despite this success, Edwin Ellis was getting into financial difficulty.
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Personal bankruptcy
Towards the end of 1887 life must have been getting financially difficult for Edwin Ellis. He
had recently had the expense of moving from Deganwy and setting up a new household and
studio in London. Also, his wife was continuing her work on stage with a travelling theatre
group and would have been incurring regular expenses. In addition, it had been reported
that he was drinking more, which must have impacted his work and output. Overall, his
expenses were proving to be more than his income to the extent that Edwin Ellis filed a
debtor’s petition and effectively declared himself bankrupt in November 1887.
A significant part of Edwin Ellis’s financial problems were almost certainly due to funding his
expenditure on credit. Along with a large element of Victorian society, Ellis would have used
credit for a wide range of purchases. Studies of the period have estimated that up to eighty
percent of shop sales in London and major cities were made on credit. However, the offering
of credit was typically informal and based on the perceived social position of the customer
rather than their financial status. As a well known artist, Edwin Ellis must have had sufficient
social standing with the shopkeepers of London to secure credit, despite the irregular nature
of his income. Also Ellis would have been liable for any debts incurred by his wife, unless he
could prove that the goods purchased were not necessary and that he had forbidden her to
use his name to secure credit. This situation must have resulted in the accumulation of debts
that he could see no realistic prospect of clearing, so he decided that the best option was
bankruptcy. At least the routine imprisonment for debt had stopped by this time, other than
for fraud or refusal to pay, so he could continue to paint and exhibit.
Edwin Ellis filed his debtor’s petition and declared his inability to pay his debts on 21
November 1887. At the time he would have paid a deposit of £5 to cover the fees and
expenses of the Official Receiver. As Edwin Ellis lived in London (10 North Crescent,
Bedford Square), his petition was presented to the High Court of Justice in Bankruptcy who
decided the fact of bankruptcy and made a receiving order, also on 21 November. The
Official Receiver was then appointed to administer Edwin Ellis’s estate. A notice of this
Receiving Order was published in the London Gazette within a few days.
Edwin Ellis declared himself bankrupt probably as he a few or no assets to protect, other
than typically exempt items such as personal possessions and his tools of trade as an artist.
Certainly his assets were expected to be less than £300 as the Official Receiver was
appointed as Trustee in his case. Also, an order of Summary Administration was made on
29 December 1887, presumably due to Ellis having relatively modest unsecured debts and
not previously been declared bankrupt. For Ellis, the advantages of Summary Administration
were that it simplified the whole bankruptcy procedure and reduced the costs involved, as
the Official Receiver would administer his affairs.
Outline information on Edwin Ellis’s bankruptcy case is available in the Register of Receiving
Orders 1887 – 1888 held by the National Archives. These records show that there was a first
meeting of creditors and public examination of the case in January 1888. In June 1888 the
Trustee was released from his duties, presumably having sold any assets and paid the
money realised to the creditors. In November 1888, a year after the receiving order, Edwin
Ellis made an application to the court for discharge from the terms of his bankruptcy. This
would normally have been a formality, but Ellis’s discharge was suspended for one year.
Why the discharge was suspended is not clear, but the most likely reason was that Ellis was
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not complying with the process, probably by failing to attend meetings, or not providing
property or information to the Official Receiver. There is no record of further suspension so it
is likely that Ellis behaved himself and was duly discharged and free of his debts by
November 1889.
Edwin Ellis continued to exhibit during this period of financial difficulty. In 1888 he showed
paintings at the Royal Academy and the Royal Society of British Artists, plus galleries
around the country, presumably in an effort to restore his finances. His work was also
included in the Royal Academy loan exhibition in Glasgow in the same year. Many of the art
critics of these exhibitions noticed a change in Ellis’s style from that of a few years earlier,
and not all were complementary. The Magazine of Art for 1888 commented that since
painting ‘The Haven under the Hill’ (see Figure 26) in 1885, Ellis had given himself up to the
free use of impasto and his style ran the risk of verging on the province of a theatrical scene
painter. Not all of the comments were as scathing about the more vigorous style that Ellis
was starting to adopt, but certainly a change had been noticed. Comparing ‘The Haven
under the Hill’ to the work shown in Figure 28 illustrates the more robust and vigorous style
that Ellis was adopting later in his career. This picture probably dates from the late 1880s
and the composition is noticeably different, being much more angular and consequently
creating a more disturbing impression than the calmer images of earlier years.

Figure 28 – ‘Flamborough Head’
Private collection

Why Ellis started to adopt this change in style is not clear. Certainly he must have been
under financial pressure from the bankruptcy proceedings. Also he was drinking more which
may have changed his temperament and approach to painting. It is known that Ellis started
drinking more when he had problems with his eyes a few years earlier, and the situation
probably got worse as his wife was away from home and touring with her theatre company
whilst he was living in central London.
Drunk and disorderly
In the summer of 1888 Ellis was out drinking in the west end of London with his friend and
fellow artist, John Holland. Holland was a landscape and portrait painter from Ellis’s home
town of Nottingham who was currently living in the London suburb of Dulwich. Holland, who
was aged 30 at the time, exhibited between 1880 and 1884 and was a member of the
Nottingham Society of Artists, where Ellis was an honorary member. Based on Police
reports published in The Times and Reynolds Newspaper on 9 August and 12 August 1888,
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Holland and Ellis had been out drinking and were seen arm-in-arm, drunk and disorderly in
the area of Piccadilly Circus shortly before one in the morning. A police constable and
inspector witnessed the two men the worse for drink and “larking” about with three women.
They were all asked to behave and move on, and the women complied. However, Holland
and Ellis ignored the request and went on to stop two other women, one of whom was
embraced and kissed by Holland. It is not clear if the woman objected, but Holland was told
by the police that his behaviour was intolerable. The matter may have still ended quietly, but
Holland was indignant saying that they were ratepayers and paid for the police, and then
struck the policeman with his fists. He was then promptly taken into custody.
Edwin Ellis followed his friend to the police station but apparently was not allowed to give his
version of events until Holland had been charged. When the case came to court, Edwin Ellis
was called as a witness. He contradicted the statements of the police and accused them of
excessive zeal and of attacking Holland. Ellis also accused a police constable of kicking him
when he left the police station after Holland’s arrest. The judge considered this alternative
version of events, but decided to believe the mass of evidence brought by the police and
fined Holland forty shillings, or imprisonment for one month if in default. By all accounts, it
seems that Edwin Ellis was quite lucky not to have been arrested at the same time,
especially as he was sixteen years older than John Holland. He was equally drunk and
disorderly, but did not remonstrate with the police. This restraint enabled him to avoid a fine
that would have added to his financial difficulties.
Controversy at the Royal Society of British Artists
At the same time as Edwin Ellis was dealing with his personal problems, he was involved
with the more public controversy concerning James McNeill Whistler and his presidency of
the Society of British Artists.
Whistler had been elected as president in 1886 and was successful in raising the profile of
the Society, including gaining a Royal Charter in 1887. However, the changes he initiated
were not always welcomed by the Society Council, or all of the members. Early on in his
presidency Whistler redesigned the exhibition galleries, replacing the patterned wallpaper
with plain colours and increasing the spacing between paintings. The latter change meant
that the number of exhibited paintings was significantly reduced and many members
suffered what Whistler called “the virtue of rejection” Unsurprisingly, this experiment was not
supported by the members whose work was rejected and the Society whose income
depended on commissions from pictures sold. From Edwin Ellis’s point of view, this
arrangement did not appear to be a major issue as he continued to exhibit at the Society in
each year of Whistler’s presidency, and so was probably not one of the members to suffer
rejection.
The disagreements between Whistler and the Society plus many members rumbled on for
some time. Whistler was not supported in his proposal that the Selection and Hanging
Committees should be restricted to members who were not members of any other society.
However, the crisis came in April 1888 during the preparations for the summer exhibition.
The Council requested the removal of most of the temporary decorations designed by
Whistler, as they were considered to impede hanging space. No such objection was made
against Whistler’s use of velarium (a type of awning used to cover a seating area). Whistler
protested against the removal of the decorations and, in his frustration, also removed the
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velarium, claiming that it was his patent. This seemed to be the final straw, and the Society
ordered a new velarium and started proceedings to remove Whistler as president.
The atmosphere in the Society at this time was clearly strained as illustrated in the minutes
of a special meeting held on 30 April to discuss hanging arrangements for the summer
exhibition. At the meeting (attended by Edwin Ellis) it was proposed that a picture by Ellis
was changed for one by another artist in the larger exhibition gallery. The acrimony was
such that the authority of the meeting to make this simple alteration was challenged and
several members declined to vote in protest. Nevertheless the proposal was accepted and
the decision was later confirmed by Whistler. Although Whistler confirmed the proposal, he
clearly did not hold Edwin Ellis in high regard. In a letter to Charles Deschamps, the art
dealer who sold many of his paintings in March 1888, Whistler endorsed the work of Aubrey
Hunt (1855 – 1923) describing it as far more artistically rare than that of Ellis and several
other named painters.
At a Council meeting on 7 May 1888 a letter was tabled signed by eight members (not listed
in the minutes) requesting a special meeting to consider a proposal that Whistler should
resign his membership of the Society. The special meeting was held on 12 May and
attended by forty six members, including Edwin Ellis. Details of how individual members
voted are not recorded, but there were eighteen votes for the motion, nineteen against and
nine abstentions. Whistler had survived the motion by one vote and the feeling against him
was strong. At the Annual General Meeting in June 1888 Wyke Bayliss (a painter of Gothic
interiors and cathedrals) was elected president and Whistler tendered his resignation.
Several members resigned in support of Whistler, but Edwin Ellis was not among them.
As outgoing president, Whistler remained in office until December 1888, a situation that must
have led to some very difficult Council meetings. In November 1888, the painter John
Dawson Watson (1832 – 1892) wrote to Whistler reporting on a conversation he’d had with
Edwin Ellis at Cafe d'Le Europe, at the time a well known and upmarket London restaurant
in St James’s. The discussion was about a forthcoming meeting of the Society called by
Whistler before formally leaving office. Watson reported that Ellis asked him why he had
resigned with Whistler at the Annual General Meeting. Watson replied that he thought that
Whistler had been disgracefully treated and insulted at the meeting. Ellis agreed that it had
been in bad taste, but said that Whistler is a man who will sacrifice everything for an epigram
or a smart speech. Watson’s letter was clearly alerting Whistler to potential problems at the
meeting whilst offering his personal support.
Edwin Ellis attended most of the monthly and special meetings of the Society throughout this
turbulent period and had some involvement with Whistler. Clearly, however, there was some
mutual dislike between the two men. Whistler was rather disparaging of the work of Ellis
(and several other painters), and, in turn, Ellis seemed to regard Whistler as rather shallow.
This ill feeling would explain why Ellis decided to stay with the Society and not resign his
membership along with Whistler.
The 1888 winter exhibition of the Royal Society of British Artists following Whistler’s
resignation was not well received in all sections of the press. The absence of the painters
who had resigned was regretted, but there were apparently compensations from works
submitted by Royal Academicians who had not previously exhibited at the Society, including
George Watts. Edwin Ellis exhibited two paintings – ‘Summer Morning, North Wales’ and ‘A
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Voice from the Cliff’. Both pictures were well received in the press, but the latter work
received most comments. The art correspondent of the Glasgow Herald wrote on 25
November 1888:
Mr Edwin Ellis has shown marked improvement within the last few years and he will doubtless wholly
evolve ere very long from the crude impressionism (much abused word) which holds him in thrall, He
has two pictures at the British Artists. The smallest and to our mind the finer, is called A View [sic]
from the Cliffs, and depicts a boat with two men in her rising and falling on the long swell of the tide
just below some huge cliffs in where cavernous hollows ‘Echo dwells and mourns her captive fate.
The rich blues and purples are delightful.

As the 1880s came to a close, Edwin Ellis started to reduce the number of pictures he
exhibited. In 1889 he exhibited just six works in London and none in the provincial galleries.
This drop in output may have been due to his recent difficulties, however, he may also have
been distracted by his daughter becoming a child actress and following her mother onto the
stage. The Pall Mall Gazette reported on 4 November 1889 that:
Music, the drama, and journalism have already contributed charming child actresses to the stage. It is
quite right therefore that our next recruit should come from the ranks of painters. Grace Leigh, who is
shortly to make her first appearance on the English stage, is a sweet little daughter of Mr Edwin Ellis,
the well-known member of the Royal Society of British Artists. She has a big reputation for singing
and dancing, and is not more than thirteen

In the 1880s Edwin Ellis reached the peak of his artistic career. He was a successful artist
and exhibited extensively in London and throughout the country at all of the major galleries.
His work attracted wide press comment, much but not all of it favourable. This success
provided him with a very good income and his pictures were purchased by public galleries
and individual collectors. Although Edwin Ellis enjoyed artistic and financial success, his
personal life was more problematic. The general restlessness of his early career continued
in this period. At the start of the 1880s he moved his wife and children from London to
Godalming in Surrey where his fifth and last child was born. After a year or so he moved the
family back to London before moving again to Deganwy in Wales. By 1886 he was back in
London and, remarkably, stayed at the same address for several years. The move to Wales
was probably for health reasons as Ellis was suffering from a problem with his eyes that
affected for a period his ability to paint. To improve their financial position his wife went on
the stage and joined a touring theatre company. Ellis was clearly jealous and sued his wife
for divorce on the grounds of adultery with a fellow actor. This divorce did not proceed, but
the financial problems continued culminating in Edwin Ellis declaring himself bankrupt in
1887. Around this time he also started drinking to excess.
Edwin Ellis had achieved artistic and financial success in the 1880s, but personal problems
were becoming an increasing influence in his life.
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4. Divorce and decline – 1890s
In 1890 Edwin Ellis was on the move again. This time he moved his home and studio to 76
Newman Street, London where he was to stay for several years. His last entry in the
Register of Electors for this address is 1894. Newman Street runs north from Oxford Street
in central London and was classified by Charles Booth in his surveys of the period as ‘Fairly
comfortable, good ordinary earnings’. The reason why Ellis moved is not known, however
Newman Street and his previous address in Bedford Square were given the same social
classification by Booth, so it is unlikely that housing costs were the prime reason.
At the time, 76 Newman Street was divided into four units and the other occupants of the
house included an artist and a lithographic artist. Interestingly, the Post Office street
directory for 1891 also listed the house as the registered address for George Earl, a sporting
and animal painter, and George Harcourt Sephton a landscape and portrait painter. Clearly
the area attracted the artistic community. Unfortunately, 76 Newman Street no longer exists
and was probably destroyed by bombing in the Second World War. However, The London
Metropolitan Archives have a photograph of the house taken in the 1930s (shown in Figure
29) and it is unlikely to have changed very much in the forty or so years since Edwin Ellis
was in residence.

Figure 29 – 76 Newman Street, London circa 1938
Image courtesy of City of London, London Metropolitan Archives

Edwin Ellis and his family occupied a small suite of rooms in 76 Newman Street. At the time
his wife Catherine was touring with her theatre company and his daughter Grace Leigh was
also on the stage. Catherine and Grace were unlikely to be living full time at the house and
were not there at the time of the census in April 1891.The whereabouts of the other three
Ellis children is not known as the census shows only Edwin Ellis and his eldest son Bert as
in the house at the time. Edwin is listed as an artist and marine painter aged 49 years and
Bert is listed as an artist aged 19 years. It seems that Bert Ellis was trying to follow his father
and make a living as an artist. However, his success was probably limited as he exhibited
just seven landscape and coastal pictures at the Royal Society of British Artists during the
early 1890s.
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In addition to his home in Newman Street, Edwin Ellis had an exhibition registered address
at 30 Albert Street, Manchester in 1890 and 1891. In both of these years he exhibited at the
Manchester Art Gallery so presumably he stayed locally to make last minute adjustment to
the pictures and personally attend the exhibitions. In the 1890 exhibition Ellis exhibited two
pictures, one of which entitled ‘Bathers’ was described in The Magazine of Art in December
1890 as “a very strong, charming and classically conceived landscape” This picture sold for
£100 and was one of the five most expensive pictures in the exhibition where most of the
works were around £25. The other picture in the 1890 Manchester exhibition was entitled
‘Port St Mary’ and priced at £250. This work attracted favourable comments from the
Manchester Courier on 23 September 1890:
Edwin Ellis is one of the most powerful painters of marine landscape, and his picture of ‘Port St Mary’
(51) is one of the best things he has done. Whilst the foreground is suggestive of trick and
manipulation, there are passages in the work which are rendered with exquisite refinement, such for
instance as the quality of the water and the mass of molten silver light which falls on the right side of
the little bay. Mr Ellis paints with a strong hand and his sense of colour is very keen. There are few
living painters who can surpass this work for strength and colour, and with the exception of dear old
Hook RA, we know of no marine painter who so well secures the quality of light which come from the
sea in its happy moments

In 1890 Ellis also exhibited at the Royal Academy, the Royal Society of British Artists and
McLean’s Gallery. One of the Royal Academy pictures was entitled ‘After Three Days’ Gale.
This picture was not priced and is almost certainly the same one that was exhibited and sold
for £350 at the Manchester exhibition in 1887. This picture is now in the Nottingham
Museum and Art Gallery collection and is shown earlier in Figure 15.
In 1891 Ellis exhibited, in addition to the Manchester Gallery, at the Royal Society of British
Artists (summer and winter) and, for the first time in ten years, at the private gallery of Tooth
& Sons in London. However it was his painting at the Royal Society winter exhibition that
caused the greatest comment. The picture was entitled ‘The Kingdoms of the Sun’ and was
a departure from the coastal landscapes that formed the basis of Ellis’s reputation.
Unusually it was a very large canvas, measuring almost 2m high by 2.1m wide, and is
almost ethereal in the depiction of sky and sunlight. The picture was illustrated in the 1892
Magazine of Art and a copy of the black and white photograph is shown in Figure 30. The
press reviews were typically mixed as illustrated by comments in The Standard and The
Graphic newspapers of 26 October and 31 October 1891 respectively:
The most ambitious – perhaps too, the most imaginative – picture in the Gallery is Mr Edwin Ellis’s
“Kingdoms of the Sun” (No 363). The title implies that the painter has in chief concerned himself with
a study of the moving and illuminated heavens, and the sky is, indeed, finely conceived and rendered.
In view of the imaginative quality of the work, and of its undoubted vividness, we can forgive the
measure of violence, and a treatment in some respects summary.
The largest work in the collection is a stormy sea view with a transient gleam of sunshine, The
Kingdoms of the Sun, by Mr Edwin Ellis. The appearance of movement in sea and sky is well
rendered, and, like most of the artist’s works, it is very forcible and effective; but the force has been
obtained at the expense of truth. The shadows in parts are black and impenetrable, and the very vivid
blue-green and orange tint wants modulation
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Figure 30 - ‘Kingdoms of the Sun’
Magazine of Art 1892

The picture was priced at £525 (more than £30,000 in today’s value) and is likely to have
been sold from the exhibition as it was loaned by the owner, a Mr Charles Potter of Conway,
to the special exhibition in Nottingham referred to below.
Generally, in the 1890s Edwin Ellis’s output was declining and in 1892 he exhibited at just
one selling exhibition at McLean’s Gallery in London. His output increased a little in 1893
with exhibitions at McLean’s Gallery, the Manchester Art Gallery and the Royal Birmingham
Society of Artists. The picture exhibited in Birmingham was entitled ‘Early Summer,
Anglesea’ (sic) and was regarded as a very fine landscape by the Birmingham Post on 2
September 1893. His last exhibition at the Royal Society of British Artists was two years
earlier in 1891. Since his first exhibited work in 1868 Ellis had been a contributor to the
summer and winter exhibitions of the Society in most years and in total had exhibited over
one hundred paintings. Not exhibiting at the Royal Society of British Artists and other major
galleries was very unusual for Edwin Ellis as he was still a well known and successful
painter. The reasons for this situation are not clear, but it is likely that his drinking had an
impact on his health and hence his painting. Also, it is known from later events that his
marriage was again having problems. However, whilst his new work had almost ceased,
Ellis’s reputation was such that his earlier work was requested for several loan exhibitions of
well known contemporary painters. A full list of Ellis’s works included in loan exhibitions is
given in Appendix B. The most significant of these loan exhibitions for Edwin Ellis was held
by Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery in 1893.
Nottingham Loan Exhibition
The exhibition at the Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery in September 1893 was a major
event that attracted extensive comment in the press and art magazines. The event was
billed as a Special Loan Exhibition of paintings by natives of Nottingham - Richard Parkes
Bonington (1802 – 1828), Henry Dawson (1811 – 1878), Laslett J Pott (1837 – 1898) and
Edwin Ellis, plus watercolour drawings by Walter Duncan (Exhibited 1880 – 1906). Works by
Edwin Ellis were by far the largest number of oil paintings in the exhibition, with a total of
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eighty four works that formed a retrospective of his entire career. The full list of works by
Ellis in the exhibition is given in Appendix B.
The exhibition was organised by the curator at the time, Mr G H Wallis. Wallis was in direct
contact with Edwin Ellis as part of the preparation for the exhibition and letters from Ellis to
Wallis are held in the Nottingham Museum archives. Unfortunately the originating letters
from Wallis to Ellis are not available as file copies were not made at the time. Nevertheless,
the one-sided correspondence gives a little insight into Ellis and some of the collectors of his
work. The letters from Ellis are written from his address at 76 Newman Street, London.
The first letter in the archive is from Ellis to Wallis and dated 3 July 1893. Edwin Ellis
acknowledges Wallis’s letter of 29 June and happily agrees to contribute to the “show”,
asking only about the space allocated and hanging arrangements. On 7 August 1893, Ellis
writes again to Wallis to suggest a painting he would like to include in the exhibition. Ellis
writes that Mr E Cox of Nottingham, who has secured many of his works, called on him and
said that he would be willing to lend a painting entitled ’“Bamborough Castle,
Northumberland’ which Ellis describes as “a really good one”
Inside Ellis’s letter of 7 August is filed a separate letter, undated and headed Saturday,
presumably written as an addendum. In this letter, Ellis refers to a painting called ‘As it was
written’ which seems to have been suggested for the exhibition by Wallis. Ellis writes of his
“fear and trembling” about the work following criticism of a copy he lent to an unnamed
gentleman who returned the painting with the comment “Tommy Rot! Rot!! Rot!!!” Whatever
the merits of this painting it did not make the Nottingham show, nor is it listed in any other
exhibition. Ellis goes on to mention that he has been in contact with several named
individuals who have important collections of his work and who would be willing to lend them
for the exhibition. It is clear from the letter that Ellis knows these collectors personally.
The catalogue for the Nottingham exhibition gives the name of the person lending each
work. Of the eighty four paintings by Edwin Ellis, sixty one were lent by the six people listed
below. It is likely that at least one or two of these people were patrons or sponsors of Edwin
Ellis’s work.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr John Marshall LLD, Edinburgh - 26
Mr and Mrs W E Hartshorn, Nottingham - 8
Mr Henry Seebohm, South Kensington, London - 8
Mr G Ellis, Edinburgh - 7
Mr E B Cox, Nottingham - 6
Mr Thomas McLean, London – 6

Dr John Marshall must have been an avid collector of Ellis’s work and, based on the
number he acquired, he is likely to have been a patron. He was certainly wealthy, as in
one of his letters Ellis mentions that Marshall had left Edinburgh for his country house
and would not miss the loan of some pictures. Ellis clearly knew Marshall reasonably
well, such that he could write to him personally regarding loans to the exhibition. In the
review of the exhibition in The Guardian on 14 September 1893, Dr John Marshall is
identified as the Rector of the Royal High School in Edinburgh, as post he held from
1882 to 1909.
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Mr and Mrs Hartshorn lived in Nottingham and probably knew Edwin Ellis for many
years. One of the paintings loaned to the exhibition by the Hartshorns was entitled
‘Chrysanthemums’ and is shown in Figure 31. As a still life, the subject is very unusual
for Ellis and it is now in the collection of the Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery.
Attached to the picture is a visiting card (bottom right) inscribed “To my esteemed friend,
Mrs W E Hartshorn from Edwin Ellis 92”. Clearly, Edwin Ellis knew the Hartshorns very
well.
Henry Seebohm (1832 – 1895) was an industrialist and steel manufacturer based in
Sheffield and in his later years he lived in South Kensington. Although an art collector, he
is better known for his work as an ornithologist and is the author of many books,
including A History of British Birds, published in 1883.
Mr G Ellis is mentioned in one of Ellis’s letters regarding the exhibition and is likely to be
his brother George.
Mr E B Cox has not been identified, but he appears to have known Edwin Ellis
sufficiently well to call on him in his London studio.
Thomas McLean was the owner of a private art gallery in London and included pictures
by Edwin Ellis in many of his exhibitions.

Figure 31 – ‘Chrysanthemums’
Reproduced with the kind permission of Nottingham City Museums and Galleries

The Nottingham exhibition as a whole attracted extensive press comment. The pictures by
Edwin Ellis, in particular, were reviewed in detail and favourably in the art magazines and the
national press. Full details of the press comments relating to Edwin Ellis are given in
Appendix D. However, the following extracts from The Guardian, the Westminster Gazette
and the Daily Express of 14 September, 14 September and 20 September 1893
respectively, give a flavour of the views expressed about the work of Edwin Ellis:
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The most important collection is that of the pictures of Edwin Ellis, a brilliant colourist, whose work is
too seldom seen in our public exhibitions.
He has devoted himself to painting the sea and its peculiar attendant cloud effects, and those he
paints with unvarying excellence. The first thing that strikes one on seeing his pictures is that they
preserve all the invigorating and exhilarating effects of the sea. Everything is bold and broad and free.
The colouring is magnificent. There is no pettiness; it is all on the grand scale and firmness and
decision mark every stroke of the pencil, every sweep of the brush. Not that the artist despises detail;
on the contrary a careful examination of his pictures will show that he pays attention even to the
minutia of technique. It is evident the execution is quick, but there is no trace of hurried work.
... the remarkable vigour of his work and mastery of his subject, and the skill with which he has been
able to avoid the sense of monotony in so large a collection of his work. It is not many modern
reputations, even of the front rank, that can withstand the test of a great one-man show”.

The Magazine of Art for 1893 published a review of the exhibition that included the
photograph of Edwin Ellis shown in Figure 1 together with illustrations and comments on two
pictures:
The recent loan collection of pictures at the Nottingham Art Museum was especially interesting for the
remarkable gathering of works by Mr Edwin Ellis, RBA, an artist whose talent should count for
something in the sum of English landscape art. In the exhibition of eighty four pictures by Mr Ellis
were some of the painter’s earlier works as well as his more mature paintings such as ‘After Three
Days’ Gale.’ This picture, with its fine running sea and rushing clouds is illustrative of the artist’s
impetuosity and daring. The subject of ‘Full Summer’ is on the coast at Flamborough whose great
white cliffs stand out towards the sea, the whole scene glistening in the summer sun.

‘After Three days Gale’ is shown earlier in Figure 15 and a copy of the Magazine of Art
photograph of ‘Full Summer’ is also shown earlier in Figure 27.
Overall, the Nottingham exhibition seemed to have been a success and must have
enhanced the reputation of Edwin Ellis. His work was also included in similar, but smaller,
loan exhibitions held at the Mappin Art gallery in Sheffield in 1893 and the Birmingham Art
Gallery in 1894. A full list of the works by Ellis in these exhibitions is given in Appendix B.
However, despite the favourable publicity of the loan exhibitions there is no evidence that
Edwin Ellis exhibited any further paintings for sale after 1893 and for the remainder of his
lifetime. His absence from the regular exhibitions at the major galleries, particularly the Royal
Society of British Artists was noted with regret in the press.
Whilst Ellis did not exhibit any further works for sale, he did paint in 1894 a watercolour to
mark the Jubilee of St Barnabas Cathedral, Derby Road Nottingham. St Barnabas is a
Roman Catholic Church that was raised to cathedral status in 1850. It was designed by
Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin (designer of the interior of The Houses of Parliament) in a
Gothic style and consecrated in 1844, hence the Jubilee of 1894. As part of the Jubilee
celebrations, St Barnabas held a bazaar to raise funds for redecoration and renovation of
parts of the interior, including pews, porches, altars and chapels. The Nottinghamshire
Guardian reported on 31 March 1894 that the bazaar had a special attraction in a fine watercolour drawing executed for the occasion by Edwin Ellis, a talented local artist, and entitled
‘God speed our launch to the Church’. The Guardian described the picture as highly typical
of Ellis’s natural style with a group of fishermen launching their craft from the beach, on a
rugged coast, in the direction of an antique church which stands higher along the line of the
bay. Both sea-colouring and sky effect were regarded by the Guardian as fine. The current
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whereabouts of this painting is not known. It is not clear if Edwin Ellis had any connection
with St Barnabas or the Catholic Church in general. He was married in an Anglican Church
and his subsequent religious beliefs are not known. He was living in London at the time, so
the most likely explanation was that he was responding to a local cause in his home town.
Petition for divorce
In March 1894 Edwin Ellis was, once again, having problems with his marriage. This time his
wife Catherine filed for divorce on the grounds of his cruelty and adultery. The situation had
been reversed nine years previously in July 1885 when Edwin Ellis filed for divorce on the
grounds of Catherine’s adultery. That petition, as described earlier, did not proceed and
Edwin and Catherine’s differences appeared to be reconciled. However, it seems that it the
marriage was once again in difficulty.
At the time divorce petitions were still relatively rare, despite the introduction of the Divorce
and Matrimonial Causes Act of 1857 that allowed a moderately wealthy man to divorce his
wife on the simple grounds of her adultery. In contrast, a woman had to prove her husband
guilty of adultery combined with cruelty or desertion. Between the years 1891 and 1895 a
total of 565 petitions were filed and around 40% were made by women. Another relevant
change in the divorce laws that occurred in the period was the 1883 Custody Acts that
allowed women to be awarded custody of children up to age sixteen years.
The petition by Catherine Ellis in 1894 and papers associated with the divorce are held by
the National Archives (ref J77/532/16258). Unlike in 1885, this case came to Court and, as
Edwin Ellis was a well known and successful artist, it was reported in some detail in the
national press. The combination of these sources provides an insight into the character of
Edwin Ellis and the breakdown of his marriage.
The problems with the marriage began several years earlier when Ellis’s eyesight
deteriorated. It was reported during the court case that he had been earning a considerable
income from painting. When Edwin was unable to paint, Catherine went on stage as a
means of earning money for the family. Edwin’s eyesight eventually improved, but he started
drinking heavily and this caused quarrels with Catherine. Catherine was often travelling on
tour with her theatre company and so she arranged for an acquaintance of hers, Mrs Ellen
Adkins, to look after the house whilst she was away. At the time the family were living at 76
Newman Street in London. In July 1891 Catherine returned from a tour and found Ellis under
the influence of drink, the house neglected and heard comments about Adkins that she did
not like. These comments are not detailed in any of the sources, but as one of the grounds
for divorce was adultery, they are likely to have concerned the relationship between Edwin
Ellis and Ellen Adkins. It was reported that when Catherine told Edwin of her concerns and
her intention to change the housekeeper, he immediately flew into a violent rage, seizing her
by the throat and striking her. Catherine eventually got away from his grip and Ellis threw her
out of the house, threatening to kill her if she returned. Catherine did not go back and from
July 1891 went on to support herself and her children.
Catherine states in her petition that the violent confrontation occurred on 10 July 1891 and
from that day onwards they did not live together and Edwin Ellis did not provide any financial
support. The statement goes on to accuse Edwin Ellis of adultery with Ellen Adkins at 76
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Newman Street and 13 Fitzroy Street, London where he was living by the time of the petition
in 1894.
The case came before the Divorce Division of the High Court of Justice and was heard by
Sir Francis Henry Jeune sitting at the Royal Courts of Justice, Strand London in July 1894.
The proceedings of the Court hearing, including the problems leading to the separation were
reported in the national press. The Standard of 8 July 1894 included in its report that Ellis’s
son gave corroborative evidence as to the cruelty to Catherine and what had taken place at
Newman Street whilst his mother was away. It is not clear which of Ellis’s three sons gave
evidence, but his eldest son Bert was the only one listed at Newman Street at the time of the
1891 census. As the census was only a few months before the confrontation with Catherine,
it is likely to have been Bert that appeared in court.
Edwin Ellis did not defend the case and on 2 July 1894 Catherine was granted a decree nisi,
with costs, and custody of the youngest of their five children:
•
•
•
•
•

Bert Leigh Ellis – born 16 January 1872, Nottingham
Sydney Vincent Leigh – born 28 August 1873, Whitby
Grace Lileth Ellis – born 24 March 1875, Chelsea
Mary Isabella Ellis – born 23 February 1877, Chelsea
Percy Raymond Ellis – born 4 September 1880, Godalming

Percy Ellis was the youngest child and fourteen years old when the case was heard.
Presumably he was living with his mother in view of the custody decision. The other children
were aged between twenty two and seventeen years at the time of the divorce hearing and
were likely to be living independently.
By the time Catherine submitted her petition, Edwin Ellis had moved from 76 Newman Street
to smaller accommodation at 13 Fitzroy Street, described in the electoral register as two
furnished rooms. Catherine had also moved out from the family home, and at the time of the
petition was living at 4 Berners Street, London. This was just the next road west of Newman
Street, but in much smaller accommodation. The electoral register does not list Catherine,
but describes 4 Berners Street as a tenement with several occupants. It seems that following
the separation, both Edwin and Catherine were living in significantly reduced circumstances.
The marriage of Edwin and Catherine Ellis was finally dissolved on 14 January 1895. Edwin
was found guilty of adultery coupled with desertion of Catherine for two years and upwards
without reasonable excuse. They had been married for twenty six years.
The final days
Edwin Ellis’s health had been deteriorating for some time. He had been drinking excessively
for several years with the resulting adverse impact on his painting and overall health. He had
also been moving further down the housing ladder, and following the divorce moved again.
Ellis’s final move was to 52 York Road, Lambeth, near London Waterloo station. At the time
the area was classified by Charles Booth in his survey of late nineteenth century London as
made up of a mixture of poor households and those a little more comfortably off. Clearly
Ellis’s circumstances had deteriorated and it is likely that his financial situation dictated the
move to a cheaper area of London.
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Figure 32 - York Road, Lambeth near Waterloo Station circa 1905
Image reproduced by kind permission of Lambeth Archives department

The area around York Road has been completely redeveloped since Ellis’s time and
unfortunately 52 York Road does not exist. However, old photographs of the area are
available from the Lambeth Archive. Figure 32 shows a section of York Road near the
approach to Waterloo station. This photograph dates from 1905, around ten years after
Edwin Ellis was living in the area, and gives a good impression of the period and the
numerous horse-drawn cabs that serviced the railway station. There are no photograph of 52
York Road that have come to light, but Figure 33 dates from 1898 and shows the Rising Sun
public house on the corner of York Road and Vine Street and an adjacent house. The house
where Ellis lived would have been immediately to the right of the house in photograph and
probably a very similar property. In the 1891 census, 52 York Road was a boarding house
with eleven male lodgers. It is likely that the property was still a boarding house when Edwin
Ellis moved-in a few years later in late 1894 or early 1895. The Post Office Street Directory
for 1895 shows a beer retailer also at 52 York Road, probably the ground floor of the
premises. Unfortunately, given his drinking habits, it seems that Edwin Ellis had taken a
modest single room in premises adjacent to a public house and above a beer retailer.
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Figure 33 - York Road, Lambeth circa 1898
Image reproduced by kind permission of Lambeth Archives department

The precise date that Edwin Ellis moved to 52 York Road is not known, but he died in the
house on 18 April 1895. The cause of death given on the death certificate (shown in
Appendix E) was Hematemesis. The simple definition of this condition is the vomiting of
blood, after bleeding into the upper gastrointestinal tract, the onset of which may be due to
excessive alcohol use. The certificate states that E Ellis, the widow of the deceased, was
present at the death. This could refer to Mrs Edwin Ellis (Catherine Ellis), but as their divorce
was acrimonious and final, this is unlikely. A more probable explanation is that the witness to
the death was Ellen Adkins, who was cited in the divorce petition of the previous year. There
is no record of Edwin Ellis marrying Ellen Adkins between his divorce being finalised in
January 1895 and his death in April 1895. However, it is likely that their relationship
continued and that she nursed him in his final days, and was present at his death. On this
basis, either the certifying doctor assumed that she was Mrs E Ellis, or she use used the
name for the sake of appearances.
The death certificate shows another discrepancy, this time with the age of the deceased.
The certificate gives Ellis’s age when he died as 52 years, which implies that he was born in
1843. This does not fit with Ellis’s birth certificate (see Appendix E) which states that he was
born in February 1842 and would have been 53 at the time of his death in April 1895. The
difference is not really important and the most likely explanation is that Mrs E Ellis (aka Ellen
Adkins) was asked Edwin Ellis’s age by the certifying doctor and either did not know, or
made a mistake as to his correct age.
Edwin Ellis was buried on 20 April 1895 in Lambeth Cemetery (subsequently renamed as
Tooting Burial Ground) Blackshaw Road, Tooting, London. The Cemetery was opened in
1854 to alleviate the local parish churchyards and includes a Chapel built in the Gothic
Revival style. The Cemetery records show that Ellis was buried in a private grave at a cost of
£8.00. This would have been relatively unusual at the time, as most people were buried in a
public grave at a significantly lower cost. Edwin Ellis is buried in plot 53, section M2 of the
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cemetery, but unfortunately the headstone has been removed. The grave was marked until
at least the nineteen fifties but, due to subsequent burials between plots and the removal of
old headstones, the grave is no longer marked and cannot be specifically identified.
The press commentary on the divorce court proceedings in 1894 included a reference that
Edwin Ellis had made a Will in favour of Ellen Adkins. However, any Will that Ellis may have
made has not come to light and there is no record of probate being granted. Probate is
generally not required if the estate of the deceased is small, so Edwin Ellis is likely to have
died with very few assets and very little money.
Obituaries
After his death Edwin Ellis’s contribution to art was recognised in an obituary published in
the Art Journal for 1895.
In the death of Mr Edwin Ellis, RBA, which took place on April 19th, English Art loses a landscape
painter of much power and accomplishment. He was born at Nottingham, and the artistic ‘call’ came
to him when working as a boy in a lace factory. His industry has been great, but his sudden death at
the age of fifty four has carried him off before he had even yet accomplished all that had been hoped
of him.

Once again there is some discrepancy over his age when he died. This obituary gives fifty
four, the death certificate fifty two, yet the birth certificate shows he must have been fifty
three.
A somewhat drier obituary was published in the Liverpool Mercury on 1 May 1895
The death is recorded of Edwin Ellis, the well-known marine painter. He was a native of Nottingham,
and a pupil of Henry Dawson. He was a frequent contributor to the Exhibitions of the Society of British
Artists, and occasionally to the Royal Academy, as well as to the Autumn Exhibitions of Liverpool and
Manchester

The Nottingham Society of Artists recorded in the minutes of their meeting in January 1896
the loss of the distinguished Honorary Member, Mr Edwin Ellis.
The final exhibitions
Pictures by Edwin Ellis continued to be exhibited in loan exhibitions after his death. In 1896
the Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery held a special loan exhibition that included ‘After
Three Days’ Gale’ (see Figure 15). This picture was also included in an exhibition at Royal
Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts in 1901. The most prominent exhibition that included Ellis’s
work after his death was at the Royal Academy in 1909. This was the collection of the late
George McCulloch (1848 – 1907), a mine owner and internationally known art collector.
During his lifetime, McCulloch amassed what was regarded as the finest collection of
paintings by modern British artists in the world. The exhibition of his collection was extensive
with over three hundred works, including examples from the most well known painters of the
day. Two works by Edwin Ellis were included in his collection and were described in the
exhibition catalogue as follows:
‘Noontide’ (147) “A view from the sandy shore of a bay, on which are several boats,
looking across to a rocky coast, with an island to the left”
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‘Yarmouth Harbour’ (333) “A ship in full sail between two piers of the harbour”
Of these two works, ‘Noontide’ must have been in the McCulloch collection for some time as
he loaned it to the Nottingham Art Gallery for the major retrospective of Edwin Ellis’s work in
1893 (number 365). After being displayed at the Royal Academy, the McCulloch collection
was auctioned in 1913 and the current whereabouts of the pictures by Edwin Ellis is not
known.
Following these loan exhibitions Edwin Ellis and his paintings gradually faded from public
view. During the twentieth century works by Ellis were acquired by public collections, and are
now collated by the Public Catalogue Foundation. However, over the years these paintings
have been moved progressively from display to the storeroom. The largest public collection
of paintings by Edwin Ellis is held by Nottingham Castle Museum and Art Gallery. And it was
Nottingham Gallery that in 1995 put on a special exhibition of its paintings by Edwin Ellis to
mark the centenary of his death. This was the first time for many years that a group of
paintings by Edwin Ellis had been exhibited. No further exhibitions have been held since.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this biography is to raise awareness of Edwin Ellis as an artist by bringing
together details of his life and work that have not been published before. In doing so,
hopefully it will provide a reference source for those who know the work of Edwin Ellis and to
introduce him to those who are not familiar with his art.
Edwin Ellis was a prolific and successful artist in the late nineteenth century. He exhibited
over two hundred paintings at all of the major galleries in London and the Regions, and his
work was acquired by public collections and private collectors alike. He was well known in
the artistic press and enjoyed a good income from his painting. In the twenty first century this
situation has completely changed. Now his work is overlooked and rarely on public display,
and very little is known about his life.
Edwin Ellis painted in a broad, free style that portrayed movement and depth very effectively.
His work is very different from the posed, allegorical paintings often seen in Victorian art. He
used broad brush strokes and little detail to capture a scene and the effects of light. Often
his work included figures of working people, painted as an integral part of the scene and not
at all posed. This style makes his work easily recognisable and at the time he was regarded
as part of the new impressionist movement. Since then a subtlety has developed in the
classification of impressionism. The impressionism of subject matter, as developed by British
painters in the late nineteenth century, is now seen as different from the impressionistic
painting technique developed by French artists in the 1870s and is known as British
Impressionism. Edwin Ellis is a good example of a British impressionist painter.
Edwin Ellis adopted a limited range of compositions and was most successful with marine
subjects, particularly coastal views and harbour/quayside scenes. He was a primarily an oil
painter and also a skilled watercolourist. In either medium he had the ability to convey a
sense of calm and tranquillity, for example through a scene of fishermen tending boats on a
broad beach with large cliffs in the background. Equally, he was able to convey the
turbulence and full force of the sea as fishermen struggle to haul in a catch or steer their
boat towards a harbour. His marine compositions could place the viewer on-shore and
looking out to sea over a beach or off-shore as if viewing the unfolding drama from an
adjacent boat. Less frequently, Ellis also painted landscapes and, on rare occasions, a still
life or classical subject. Whatever the composition, the common characteristic of his work is
feeling of immediacy, of being painted quickly and often in the open air. Overall, Edwin Ellis
was a talented artist, able to give an impression of a scene in a powerful way.
Edwin Ellis exhibited extensively and received much press comment. His work was
sufficiently noticeable to be reviewed by art critics covering large exhibitions of a hundred or
more paintings. Although his work was picked out, it did not always find favour with the art
correspondents and was sometimes criticised for being slap-dash and lacking in detail,
typically by those who regarded him as part of the impressionist movement. However, the
majority of press comments were favourable and regarded his work as forcible and effective
with strong colour, depth and movement. One series of paintings Ellis exhibited after a tour
of Cornwall was a major influence in attracting visitors to the area and the subsequent
formation of the St Ives Artists’ Colony. The largest exhibition of Ellis’s work was held at the
Nottingham Art Gallery in 1893. This was a full retrospective of Ellis’s career and was
reviewed in detail by art correspondents of the local and national press. The comments were
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substantial and overwhelmingly positive. Overall, Edwin Ellis was recognised in the press as
a painter of originality and vigour with the ability to capture the impression of the moment.
On personal level, Edwin Ellis had a troubled life. He was born in 1842 into a lace making
family in Nottingham and after some study of art locally he went on to earn his living as an
artist, mainly in London. He married and had five children who were born in different parts of
the country, as the family rarely stayed in one place for any period. He suffered problems
with his eyes that affected his painting and income. His wife went on the stage to
supplement the family income, but Edwin became jealous and sued for divorce. The divorce
did not proceed, but marital problems continued, leading to his wife suing for divorce some
years later on the grounds of infidelity and desertion. Edwin Ellis was a man who could be
violent, and became increasingly dependent on alcohol. At his peak he was earning a good
income from painting, but he was unable to remain solvent and declared himself bankrupt. In
the end he died an alcoholic in poor circumstances at the relatively early age of fifty three in
1895. He was buried in Tooting Cemetery, London.
In conclusion, Edwin Ellis was a successful marine artist with a turbulent personal life. His
bold, impressionistic work was well regarded and collected in his lifetime, but has gradually
faded from view. Hopefully, this biography will go some way to change this situation and
enable Edwin Ellis to be recognised as a talented artist now as much as he was in the late
nineteenth century. And to bring up to date what one art critic said at the time “In our
generation there has arisen no more powerful painter of English coast scenes”
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Edwin Ellis 1842 - 1895
Appendices (see separate documents)
A. Pictures in selling exhibitions
B. Pictures in loan exhibitions
C. Addresses for Edwin Ellis
D. Press exhibition reviews
E. Copy certificates – Birth, Marriage and Death
F. References
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